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Neurotic swings between
1966 and 1971
JORDI GRACIA

From the brilliant pop art cover of the issue
of Triunfo on ‘Lo Sub’ to the design for the
Kairós publishers’ 069 collection; from the

provocative psychedelia of Nueve novísimos

poetas españoles to the promotion of Edicions
62’s La cua de palla collection; from Joan de

of the political and cultural actions of people
like

Pere

Portabella,

Manuel

Sacristán,

Gonzalo Suárez, Josep Maria Castellet, Josep
Guinovart or Oriol Bohigas in no way define
the moral, ideological, religious and political
practice of the country on the eve of 68.

Sagarra’s rule-breaking sarcastic columns in

Tele / Exprés to the angry, shared emotions

The fundamental paradox is that they, and

of concerts by Raimon, Lluís Llach or Maria

a lot of people like them, have now rightly

del Mar Bonet, a mountain of figures and

captured and monopolised the values of future

landmarks, of projects and works, of proposals

and dissidence, of creativity and projective

and mobilisations paint a picture of an unusual

imagination that help us understand what was

country. It does not look Francoist, it does not

happening in an apparently dreary, captive and

preach any kind of submission to the military

obedient society... a Francoist society. They

dictatorship or even to the magmatic capitalism

were not dreary or captives or Francoists, but

the regime had adopted —definitively now—

the opposite. The artistic and literary minorities

since the beginning of the 60s.

had set in motion mechanisms to defend
modernity when there was no institutional

4

This is true, but it is only partly true. Cultural

setting of any sort for doing so. It even seemed

underdevelopment allows many definitions,

that the new cultural institutionalisation was

but there is one irreversible key for identifying

called Bocaccio or Serra d’Or (even though

its effects. As an underdeveloped country in

they did not speak to each other), was called

political, civil and cultural terms, Spain and

Anagrama, or Tusquets, or Kairós, all three

Catalonia at the end of the 60s experienced

founded in Barcelona in 1969, when for

a rigid, almost watertight division between

some time there had already been a brilliant

the motivations of the cultural elites and

collection of poetry called El Bardo, directed

independent professionals, on one hand, and

by José Batlló, and Latin-American authors,

on the other, the majority of a demobilised

who were not well known here, got in through

society resigned to historical circumstances

another collection, Ocnos, founded by Joaquim

and the incipient well-being of an economy

Marco. Or a committed magazine with drive,

that was growing like no other in the world. To

such as El Ciervo, that made no bones about

speak of unanimous or uniform subjection is

activating class consciousness, Christianity

absolute nonsense because the motivations

and democratic socialism, and Edicions 62
5

took on the job of civilly endowing the country

lived under a state of exception which, quite

There was also another side to this brief

with commercial editions in Catalan and

It was the end of innocence and also the end

unnecessarily, gave official status to what had

interlude of time: the struggle against Yankee

of the left’s unanimous support for Cuba, the

been a state of exception lasting 30 years. The

imperialism,

capitalism

start of the split between those who opted for

regime suspended its own precarious legal

experienced its first disappointments at the

the defence at all costs of an anti-imperialist

guarantees and anyone could go to prison.

same time as it enjoyed the first euphoric

revolution and those others who placed

exultations, all in the bat of an eye. The good

ethical and political limits to the conditions for

launched a ruinous flagship project: the Gran
Enciclopèdia Catalana.

The cultural recovery had been driven by

and

monopolist

small but politicised avant-garde minorities

One solution was communal; a large part of

news of an ongoing revolution in Cuba entered

since the mid-50s. At the end of the following

revolution. It was then that the stable alliance

the critical and incendiary seeds of the five

a crisis of exemplariness precisely because

decade, under the perceptible effects of the

of intellectuals in favour of Fidel Castro broke

years from 1966 to 1971 no longer acted

of the protests that broke out in May 68. In

mobilisations of 1968 (in Paris and in Berkeley,

in two; Julio Cortázar and Gabriel García

against the Franco regime, but against the

August of that year, Fidel Castro’s Cuba (not

in Prague, London and Berlin), it seemed

system of values that had allowed it to survive.

that habits and ideas really were being

Che Guevara’s, as he had been captured

Márquez stayed on one side, while Mario

Francoism was already the immediate enemy

and murdered the year before) supported the

overturned, regardless of the survival of the

took the other side. All of them were authors

of a global ill: the real enemy now was the

military occupation of Prague by the Warsaw

dictator. Certain events gave cause for hope;

already published in Spain whose books were

West with its Cold War and its exploitative,

Pact Soviet tanks that violently extinguished

in December 1970 the stars of the new anti-

widely read. Some were now residents in

enslaving capitalism, where freedom was

the reformist movement begun that spring.

Franco culture —from Antoni Tàpies to Pere

Barcelona and regulars at the Flash, Bocaccio

bogged down in consumerism, where an

With the tanks, the destructive effects of

Quart— met in Montserrat protesting over

or certain publishers’ and private homes where

imperial power fought pathetically against a

political disappointment reached the West

the Burgos trials against six members of ETA

the changes materialised, such as Carles

small country that was holding out, Vietnam,

and also Catalonia. A university professor

accused of murder. The public prosecutor was

Barral and the literary agent Carmen Balcells,

and where revolutions had had such a level of

expelled from the University of Barcelona, a

asking for a death sentence and it was only at

Anagrama

success that the decolonisation of Africa was

Marxist philosopher and writer by the name

the last minute, after a global, internationalised

and Beatriz de Moura, and Óscar Tusquets,

not a dream but an unquestionable fact. Cuba

of Manuel Sacristán who was the intellectual

protest, that Franco commuted the sentences.

Salvador Pániker and Kairós. The last three

was the model for a possible and reachable

model for communists in Catalonia, suffered

had invented short, pugnacious collections

Vargas Llosa and Guillermo Cabrera Infante

and

Jordi

Herralde,

Tusquets

world, not a tale put about by bookworms

an

of

The everyday life of the resistance experienced

of books that went straight to the blood of

sated by subversive print. The revolution of

conscience. It was the worst thing that could

a kind of chronic, neurotic swinging between

the anxious new bulimic reader, drop by drop

the commanders stirred the sensibility of the

have happened. The writer and militant Teresa

hopes for change, locally and globally, and the

supplying the bulk of the century’s aesthetic

new generations and many saw themselves

Pàmies was also unable to digest this defeat

flagrant proof of the imperturbable continuity

and cultural modernity and the political and

reflected in it. They saw in the Cuban

of the hope for non-despotic communism and

of capitalist imperialism and Francoism itself.

theoretical materials for the revolution.

experience the impotent dream of the end of

the hope of a Eurocommunism that would

The regime was like a handicap from the past,

the Franco regime and saw armed struggle

immediately adopt representative democracy

incomprehensibly persistent, and at the same

as a necessary aid to total subversion. This is

as an instrument for a classless society had

time it was like an indestructible building and

what ETA believed after 1968, how the militant

not yet caught on.

and its repressive functions made more subtle.

local testimony of the global nightmare of the

communists of the FRAP saw it after 1971

Cold War. The neurosis was often overcome

and how it was seen by young people who

They did not know it yet in 1971 but the Chilean

they published under threat of seizure, fine or

by making the ideas and emotions of the

were open to the use of violence to fight the

experience of socialism embodied in Salvador

cultural struggle act as though the regime was

Francoist or non-Francoist state’s monopoly of

Allende since 1970 was also to end in shooting

no longer the oppressive, criminal, vindictive

violence. It is also what the young people of the

and a coup, when the doubts and uncertainties

reality it used to be. But it still was, of course:

extra-parliamentary left in Germany, with Ulrike

over Cuba were as painful as the captivity of

antidemocratic and with no respect for

Meinhoff and Andreas Baader, believed, the

the poet Heberto Padilla and the fake public

freedom of opinion, of speech, or of political

same as Feltrinelli when he committed himself

self-incrimination he was forced to sign by the

association. The first months of 1969 were

to armed struggle against the power of capital.

revolutionary commanders were ignominious.
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ideological

and

personal

crisis

In 1966, the press law in force since the days
of the Spanish Civil War (1938) was changed

Now publishers were responsible for what
legal action. General information magazines
with

anti-Franco

intentions

experienced

repressive measures and economic penalties
that took them to the brink of collapse. This
was the case of many issues of magazines

like Triunfo and Cuadernos para el diálogo
or of an entire publishing house, such as
7

collapse), he wrote an extraordinary Manifiesto

Ciencia Nueva, which had just been set up

way. The Catalanism in Jordi Pujol’s circles

in 1966 to disseminate cultural, political and

found a dangerous and unsuspected left-

historiographic Marxism, but also innovative

subnormal in 1970 in which he presented a

wing competitor in the best-seller in this field

series of camp, pop (today we would call them

neither does it now. The jumble of redemptive

freaky) reports on popular sentimentality in

symptoms from this period immediately met

editions of Antonio Machado. In 1969, the same
year this publisher’s founded by clandestine

at the time, Jordi Solé Tura’s Catalanisme i
revolució burgesa, while Francisco Candel’s

Francoist Spain in the form of a book, Crónica

words by the Dúo Dinámico. This fact did not
allow an elemental, simple reading then and

with another jumble of paralysing symptoms:

young communist activists closed, the police

superb account Els altres catalans was still

occupied the offices of Ariel and arrested half

fresh and Joan Fuster was venting his harsh,

his official name, Ramón Terencio Moix, and

the staff, among them two young assistants

would not be resolved until many years later,

oceanic spleen, his Voltairian irony and his

bared himself in a novel that would shock the

and future leading publishers, Xavier Folch

with the institutionalisation of a living culture

insight in numerous essays in Catalan. It

bourgeois, Catholic, consensual order of well-

and Gonzalo Pontón. But the Visor poetry
collection appeared, the poems of Joan Salvat

to-do Catalonia. El dia que va morir Marilyn

in a real democracy.

was Fuster who in 1966 wrote the prologue
for the first volume of Josep Pla’s complete

(1969) seemed to be a warning of a radical

Papasseit were published, Pere Gimferrer

gave up the Spanish of his Arde el mar and

works, the Quadern Gris, without realising

sentimental de España. Terenci Moix got rid of

change of sensibility among young people as

that Pla was lying blatantly on the first page

they consumed hashish and other species and

and Gabriel

when he claimed that the diary reproduced his

devised sharp dizzying and at the same time

Ferrater gave up poetry, collected in 1968 in

youthful jottings from 1918 and 1919. Pla went

destructive forms of subversion, the same as

on week after week offering his conservative

other key figures of the time such as Pau Riba

and striking views on existence in the weekly

in his song ‘Noia de porcellana’ (‘Porcelain

devoted himself to Els miralls
Les dones i els dies.

For a couple of years the readership of a

Destino, when hardly anyone remembered that

pocket collection that changed the humanistic

it was founded by the Falangists of Catalan

landscape of the moment had been growing

Francoism in 1937 in Burgos.

unsuspectedly. Alianza Editorial’s Libro de

girl’): ‘You’re cold and inhuman/ and you care
from five to seven’.
The counterculture that was emerging at that

Bolsillo introduced into the homes of the new

Meanwhile, the passion gripping many people

time was not a slogan, so much as a faith and a

university students —for the first time middle

was the attempt to unite the forces of evangelic

conviction common among many young people

and lower middle class— little books as cheap

Christianity and Marxist awareness. There we

hooked on radically transforming life, a Neo-

as a cinema ticket, designed by Daniel Gil

find a man who was a visionary, martyr and

romanticism that took off in many directions

and selected by two crucial men of the time:

victim, Alfonso Carlos Comín, prepared to find

and that was to last several years yet, until the

the elegant, gentlemanly, homosexual Jaime

the path to political redemption of Christian

clash with democracy, but above all the clash

Salinas, son of the poet Pedro Salinas and ex-

guilt through activism. For this reason, some

with drugs of mass destruction like heroin. The

member of the Seix Barral team, and the ex-

new publishing houses he contributed to,

aesthetics of counterculture had also been a

communist Javier Pradera, also ex-manager

such as Estella, Fontanella and finally Laia,

countercultural ethic with decided irreverence,

in Madrid of the most important publisher

deployed tenacious arguments in defence of

ruralist and neo-communal nostalgia, festive

of social and humanistic topics of the time,

class consciousness and fraternal Christian

anarchism and an internalised international

Fondo de Cultura Económica. Top Catalan

solidarity. Eurocommunism did not exist

soundtrack with the most Orientalist Beatles,

economists —people like Fabià Estapé—

yet, but the conditions for its fabrication did.

the Rolling Stones, Jethro Tull and new protest

fed off its titles and its editions of books like

For that reason the writer Manuel Vázquez

songs that spoke to all of them directly, like

Marx’s Capital and the university classes were

Montalbán strived to make the cultural avant-

Bob Dylan, Joan Baez, Paco Ibañez and

its clients and advisors.

gardes and their experimental formalities

Joan Manuel Serrat when he put music to

compatible with Marxism’s drive for change.

the poems of Antonio Machado and Miguel

Like a literary and ironic, sarcastic, mocking

Hernández, as well as trying to sing ‘La, la, la’

The academic world and political writing
were also being revolutionised in their own
8

the swing between hope and disappointment

and at bottom self-compassionate collage (and

in Catalan at the Eurovision Song Contest with
9

“Heroic and beautiful”: the
entropic acceleration of
art in the pop revolution
ALEX MITRANI

A new heroism in modern life

applying it? Can the conquests and failures

In ‘Kithou’, the opening number on the album

artistically? We cannot answer all this here.

Diòptria, Pau Riba sings the praises of the free
woman, of free life:

Heroic and beautiful in the middle of the road,
love and nothing

love and nothing more.*
Silvia Gubern
Je décrète l’état de bonheur permanent.**

[I decree the state of permanent happiness.]
Anonymous. Paris, 1968

(…)
She was like a midsummer night’s dream
Could these lines —from an absolutely key
album in the alternative, rebellious culture
of the end of the 60s1— describe a whole
age,

a

spirit?

Sexual

freedom,

parties,

provocation, happiness, youthful innocence
as a revolutionary act, communion with
nature, adventure confronting the threats
of authority and tradition and in absolutely
unfavourable conjunctures: heroism, then?
Were the brilliance and the euphoria that
characterised the wish for revolution in
every sphere, but were basically limited to a
cultural shake-up within very specific basically
and contexts, real or were they an illusion?
What chance did they have in the repressive
context of Francoism? To what extent were
they reflected in art? Or was art perhaps
the instrument and the favourite field for

* Gubern, S., Imperdibles, Barcelona, Tusquets, 1990, p. 19.
** Mai 68 Les murs ont la parole, Paris, Points, 2007, p. 39.
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Since then, especially on some special more
or less nostalgic anniversary, witnesses,
specialists, philosophers and sociologists ask

She ran like a mad thing, she danced really well,
Love and freedom

of that short-lived exaltation be measured

1 Amat, J., ‘Pau Riba, el primer hippy català’, La
Vanguardia - Culturas, 19/8/2017 https://www.
lavanguardia.com/encatala/20170819/43637635734/pauriba-el-primer-hippy-catala.html

these questions, which are, when all is said
and done, rhetorical. What is clear is that, in
one way or another, those years of youthful
revolutions have left an enormous mark on
our imagination. The question we are asking
is whether they had any impact in Catalan art
and whether anything changed in any way, if
not definitively, at least fundamentally in the
conception of the aesthetics and the means,
of the aims and mechanisms of art.
If there is one aspect we can describe as
characteristic of the time this is its heterogeneity,
the subversive, cross-cutting diversity of preexisting cultural and hierarchical categories.
The explosion of the pop culture (and economy),
which had been conceived and expressed in art
during the 50s, spawned the ubiquitous presence
of pop fashion, a frequently paradoxical blend
of youth, consumerism, hedonism and critical
sense and new political revolution. This is
why all the cultural references and territories
overlap and sometimes merge in the second
half of the 1960s: music, design, architecture,
the fine arts, new forms of popular art, cultism
and neo-primitivism, individualism and the new
community awareness. In this sense, institutional
11

art, avant-garde art would find itself more than

‘In the street and through the space it

exercise of expanded painting by Arranz-

such varied ideas as the rediscovery of the

ever tied down and even overwhelmed by reality.

offered, a group (the city itself) took shape,

Bravo and Bartolozzi, would be an example

sensuality of the painter’s trade, the return to

Art would serve to change life and at the same

appeared, appropriated places, realized an

of an applied manifestation of ludic painting

figuration and intimism with performance art,

time would be overcome by it.

appropriated space- time. […] Revolutionary

with liberating artistic pretensions. Others drift

the dematerialisation of art, groundbreaking

events generally take place in the street.

towards a collapse of painting and experiments

experiments with the new language of film and

The organisers of the ICSID2 in Eivissa in

Doesn’t this show that the disorder of the

with new techniques —or technologies—

the rise of pop design all existed side by side.

1971 —avoiding the functionalist criteria of

street engenders another kind of order? The

and new languages. In First Death, the choral

Central-European and American origin that

urban space of the street is a place for talk,

work that pioneered video-art, if we disregard

As regards the specific study of contemporary

dominated in the profession and even in the

given over as much to the exchange of words

its deeper meaning, we see some long-haired

Catalan art, there have been some fundamental

FAD— introduced the playful, transgressive

and signs as it is to the exchange of things.’3

youths in a place which in its own way and in a

contributions, but perhaps what is lacking is

simple domestic garden sets out to be an idyllic,

an overall vision unravelling the complexity

the strictly economist criteria of industry and

Leaving the house, camping, dominating the

heavenly spot where the protagonists evolve

of the moment. The study of conceptual art

artifice. This is why they defended a human

public space were revolutionary acts as they

with deliberate, possibly slightly narcissistic

in Catalonia has received the most complete

scale within a merger between nature and

allowed people to communicate and relate to

seriousness, with the solemnity of visionaries.

and varied analyses in which the experiments

culture. Eivissa had to be ‘an inspiration for

one another in a different way.

spirit of the hippy movement, which opposed

those who should shape the products of

A fragile parenthesis of optimism?

nature’. The organisation wanted on principle

We also find a few examples of solid

to be anti-authoritarian, in favour of the free

constructions in the urban context which, as a

This revolution took place between two artistic

exchange of ideas. Josep Ponsatí’s volatile

unique experiment but with a wish for change,

periods. On the one hand, the period begun

and poetic inflatable was a metaphor for the

tested the revolutionary new relationship

by the post-war artists, marked by an obscure

aspirations for an art that used technology to

between

infrastructures

symbolism that evolved towards informalism as

talk to nature. Above all, what was needed

in the domestic sphere as well. The most

a tragic revolt, plunging into the unfathomable

was architecture and town-planning that

interesting case was probably Lluís Clotet

depths of matter as a blank slate with a clearly

were flexible and anti-hierarchical. These

and Òscar Tusquet’s Casa Fullà, in which a

sublime, romantic spirit. On the other, we have

materialised in an enormous, labyrinthine

somewhat labyrinthine entropy of flats, floors

the period that developed in the ‘60s and that

inflatable marquee designed by the architect

and apartments was used for equally open,

was marked by the triumph of conceptual art

José Miguel de Prada Poole, inspired by the

complex and changing socialisation that

over painting. This was extremely self-aware,

utopian urban visions of Archigram or of

broke with the codes and handling of privacy

analytical and intellectual art. In between were

Haus-Rucker-Co. The introductory text to the

characteristic of the bourgeoisie, as the author

those confused years of the second half of

Congress emphasises the idea of ‘community

Anna Briongos remembers: ‘It was a labyrinth...

the ‘60s, memorable but out of place in the

life’, the city as a ‘total spectacle’. Registration

You never knew who your neighbour was’.

historiographical discourse that never quite

was free and it ended with a wish for peace.
In La révolution urbaine, Henry Lefebvre, one

of the leading ideologists of the time, analysed
the coercive dimension of traditional town-

behaviour

and
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decided between what could be considered
Within this reconsideration of ways of life, what

—mistakenly, in my opinion— a late version

place did art take, understood as heir to the fine

of international pop and the mere run-up to

arts? The case of the Tipel factory, an original

conceptual art as the mature development of art’s
linguistic awareness. Between informalism and

planning and the need to find an alternative:

2 Utopia is possible. ICSID Eivissa 1971, MACBA, June
2012 – January 2013. See: https://www.macba.cat/
en/expo-icsid.
12

3 Lefebvre, H., The Urban Revolution, Minneapolis,
University of Minnesota Press, 2003 [Gallimard, 1970] p.
19. [Translated by Robert Bononno].
4 Nazario, Los años 70 vistos por Nazario y sus amigos,
Castellón, Elago eds, 2004, p. 35.

conceptual art, then, we find a few years —and
it was no coincidence that they were the same
years in which the international revolutionary
outbreak by the young took place— in which

of the 60s are interpreted as forerunners,
whereas psychedelic, realist or simply pop
painting have been less studied and almost
always separately and as different subjects.5
5 The most important exhibition on pop art was undoubtedly
El llegat del Pop Art a Catalunya (The Legacy of Pop Art
in Catalonia, Museu d’Art de Girona, 2004), curated by the
specialist Antoni Álvarez de Arana. Another that stands out
was Le revolta poètica 1964-1982 (The Poetic Revolt 19641982), by Vicenç Altaió and Julià Guillamon (Fundació
Palau – Generalitat de Catalunya, 2012). The exhibition
centred on poetry and on the development of countercultural
premises during the 60s, pointing out their pop forerunners.
The respective catalogues are essential references.
Regrettably, other exhibitions on partial subjects, like the
one by the ICSID at the MACBA or on the Concèntric
record label (Popcèntric, Arts Santa Mònica, 2015) failed to
spawn publications. A series of interesting contributions also
come from the symposium Els anys teòrics (1962-1979).
Art i crítica del Pop al conceptual (The Theoretical Years
(1962-1979), Art and Critique from Pop to Conceptual),
held at the Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya and the
Universitat Pompeu Fabra in November 2017. The minutes
are to be published in the autumn of 2018 by the publisher
house Angle. On conceptual art, apart from numerous partial
studies, I would mention as a starting point the now classic
catalogue coordinated by Pilar Parcerisas, Idees i actituds
entorn a l’art conceptual a Catalunya 1964-1980 (Ideas
and attitudes on conceptual art in Catalonia 1964-1980,
Generalitat de Catalunya, 1992) and the recent travelling
exhibition (2008-2010) Més enllà de l’objecte (Beyond the
Object), with material from the MACBA and curated by
Antònia Maria Perelló i Bartomeu Marí.
13

We would like here to propose a necessarily

and difficulties of the new state of Israel, the

rock and roll, but also with politics. Young

partial work in progress with a cross-cutting

internal debate on the role of the bourgeoisie

people were mixing up the order of things

approach.

in Catalanism were all recurrent topics, tied to

and with the old folks’ money. So they sent

a deliberately pop aesthetic, with contributions

the police.’6

When it comes to defining a temporal framework,
though we are aware of the arbitrary nature of

dematerialisation associated with arte povera
and the beginnings of conceptual art was
already beginning to appear —in the work of
Antoni Llena, especially, but also that of Jordi
Pablo and Francesc Torres—, the last years

from Enric Sió’s avant-garde comic strips.
Racionero also describes it: ‘Christopher Lasch

of the 60s were, as Pilar Parcerisas put it, the

the chronological limits, we have chosen 1966

Triunfo was more serious-looking, but it included

calls the 70s the “narcissistic decade”, a period

years of pre-conceptual art (1966-1970), while

as the year in which the final emergence of

the bold contributions of left-wing intellectuals

in which self-insight has replaced the social

conceptual art as such developed between

pop can be perceived in all its commercial and

-among whom Manuel Vázquez Montalbán

revolutionary enthusiasm of the 70s.’ In the 80s,

1971 and 1975.10 Lluís Utrilla also dated the start

countercultural dimensions in society as well as

featured prominently– in articles in which art,

looking back was even more disappointing as

of conceptual art to the Concurs d’Art Jove de

in art. I should point out that, in the political field,

society and politics came together naturally.

regards individualism. Josep Maria Carandell

Granollers (Granollers Young Art Contest),

7

8

we find coincidences worth taking into account:

In Triunfo we also find articles by José Luís

ends his book La protesta juvenil, a first in

between 1971 and 1972. At the first edition, the

1966 was the year of the ‘Caputxinada’ and in

Racionero and his partner Maria José Ragué

Spain: ‘The 70s can no longer be seen, however,

members of the previous generation still stood

December 1970 the famous sit-in at Montserrat

on the hippy movement, the underground

as the decade of youth.’9The popular film that

out, the people from EINA, headed by Silvia

took place. In the international sphere, we

and the early feminists. Racionero and Ragué

combines praise of the pop culture aesthetic

Gubern, or Ponsatí’s inflatable.11 After that,

are left with the French May ‘68, which along

lived in Berkeley between 1968 and 1971 and

with the pessimistic suspicion of its perversion,

the names change. If we read an article typical

with the Prague Spring marks the equator of

produced first-hand accounts accompanied by

Stanley Kubrick’s Clockwork Orange, was

of the time that tries to make a limited but at

a revolutionary moment in its ideology and

photographs by Oriol Maspons.

released, significantly, in 1971 (1975 in Spain).

the same time clear summary to explain the

as has so often been pointed out, very few

It is relatively easy to see how certain

In the artistic terrain we also get the impression

people experienced those events at first

revolutionary

became

that something broke around 1970 to 1971.

magazine D’Ars on the ‘Avanguardia catalana’,

hand, the echoes gradually arrived, despite

established, but it might be more important and

In the international canon, as Lucy Lippard

distinguishes the painters Artigau, Arranz-

the difficulties, insofar as they were part of the

more difficult to establish the end of the period

stated, 1966 to 1972 had been years of

Bravo, Bartolozzi, the artists of El Maduixer —

evolution of western mentality. The trips to Paris

of effervescence and moral and aesthetic

dematerialisation in art. In our country, the

close to arte povera (Galí, Gubern, Llena and

or London and the Catalan artists who moved

about-turns, in the sociological terrain as well

process was a little slower. Although this

Jové), with the psychedelic figure of Albert

there (Xifra, Rabascall, Rossell and Miralda in

as in the artistic sphere. In this, rather than

Paris, Guillem Ramos-Poquí in London, among

choosing one event or another, we can mention

others) acted as a link, as did the progressive

a recurring observation among witnesses and

press that struggled with the limitations

protagonists. Something changed between

imposed by the Franco regime. They were

1970 and 1971. An interesting account by

instruments of dissemination that brought news

the journalist and educationalist, Jenny Diski,

of events and debates that were impossible in

explains this process of disenchantment and

situation, we see there are defined blocs. José

aetiology that had begun in Berkeley. Although,

Spain. The magazine Oriflama was exemplary

ideas

arrived

and

degeneration or defeat, according to your

in this sense, as it programmatically bound the

point of view, in which authority, represented

demands of Catalan culture to information on

by the older generation and the generation in

international current affairs from the perspective

power, takes command again:

of liberation and conflict. ‘Opinion is free’, it
announced provocatively in its the letters to

‘As from 1970, however, it seemed that the

the editor section. Vietnam, human rights, the

debauchery was getting out of hand. Not only

race issue in the United States, the enthusiasm

were they fooling around with sex, drugs and
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6 Diski, J,, The Sixties.
7 Racionero, L., Filosofías del underground, Barcelona,
Anagrama, [1977], p. 17.

Corredor-Matheos, in his piece for the Italian

Porta (Zush) among them—, the constructive
derivation of Llimós and Ponsatí and, finally,
the Paris group (Xifra, Rabascall, Benet Rossell
and Miralda). Not all of them are there, by any

8 ‘Non seulement l’esprit de Mai est individualiste, mais
il a contribué à sa manière, même si c’est peu comparé
à l’oeuvre de la consommation, à accélérer l’avènement
de l’individualisme narcissique contemporain, dépolitisé
et irréaliste, flotant et apathique, largement indifférent
aux grandes finalités sociales et aux combats de masse.’
[Not only is the spirit of May individualist, it has also
contributed in its way, even if little compared to the work
of consumption, to speeding up the advent of contemporary
narcissistic individualism, depoliticised and unrealistic,
floating and apathetic, largely indifferent to the great
social aims and the struggle of the masses. Lipovetski,
G., ‘Changer la vie ou l’irruption de l’individualisme
transpolitique’, Pouvoirs, Paris, NRS, 1986, 39, p. 63.

10 Parcerisas, P., Conceptualismo(s) poéticos, políticos y
periféricos, Madrid, Akal, 2007.

9 Carandell, L. M., La protesta juvenil, Barcelona, Salvat,
1973, p. 141.

11 Utrilla, L., Crónicas de la era conceptual, Barcelona,
Robrenyo, 1980, p. 10.

means, but it gives us a map of the groups and
the coincidences over time of a series of artists
who represented the avant-garde and who,
despite the important differences we can see at
the time —and especially today— among them
and in their later careers, in those days, if taken
generically and in the context of their time,
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shared revolutionary criteria: ‘Art, for them,

glass cubes containing blue neon lights with

demands a rejection of all tradition, a rejection

the word nada (‘nothing’). It had been the age

When Areán published 30 años de arte español in

of the concept of art itself, the negation of any

of love, of revolution or nothing, and each of

1972, he made the chapter on the new figuration

artistic system.’12

Boix and Rafael Armengol, who exhibited in

them handled their disappointment in their

a ragbag in which he included everything from

Barcelona in 1972 at the Adrià gallery, as well

own way, but with the clear awareness that a

Dau al Set to Montserrat Gudiol. Galí, Gubern,

as the importance of the exhibition Machines

very short period had come to an end14.

Albert Porta (Zush), Àngel Jové and Miralda get

at the Sala leonart (1964), the first return to the

a mention in relation to what he calls ‘debunking,

object as the material and subject matter of an

chronicle and critique’. In the chapter on pop

art that broke with the visuality of painting and

art and Neo-Dadaism he includes Romà Vallès,

with classical models in sculpture. The links to

Alexandre Cirici, the great chronicler of the
period, who built up a coherent story of
Catalan artistic modernity, explains it in terms
of generations:

From the old new figuration to the
advent of pop

‘The committed, serious nature of this

The advent of the new pop aesthetic in the

generation [referring to his own, post-war

second half of the 60s overlapped with a

generation] emphasises the contrast with

much vaguer and more generic trend called

that of the people who reached 25 at the

new figuration. Various official exhibitions

time of Comissions Obreres and Bocaccio,

were organised that were intended to continue

the priests’ demonstration and the miniskirt.

publicising the modernness of Spanish art, thus

In the age of the defeat of freedom in

hinting at the end of informalism and, at the same

Dominica, Greece, Ghana and Indonesia

time, including more and more artists, often far

and the success of The Beatles and pop

removed from the demands of the avant-garde.15

art... problems were universal. They reached

All of this contributed to the confusion when

active life coinciding with the boom of the

pop emerged along with the new generation of

consumer society, the sexual revolution,

painters who had resumed a certain connection

youth movements in Berkeley, Amsterdam

with craft and figuration or who returned to the

and Strasbourg, and they caught echoes of

image and the narrative via appropriation. The

the hippy world, the hedonism of Marcuse

exhibition Joven figuración española, held at the

and McLuhan’s primacy of the media.’13

Antic Hospital de la Santa Creu and presented by
Carlos Areán at the end of 1964 was an example

This generation would suffer disappointment

of this eclecticism with no clear criterion. In the

or confront its own contradictions in the 70s.

midst of highly conventional painters, we find

The most extreme case is that of Jordi Galí,

Carles Mensa, still an expressionist, and Norman

who had a brilliant career and who Alexandre

Narotzky, who had a background in informalism

Cirici considered the great promise of the
Catalan art of the 60s. Galí suddenly decided
to give up art around 1971. He brought his
work to a ceremonious end with an installation
at the Sala Vinçon in 1975 consisting of seven
12 Corredor-Matheos, J., ‘Avantguarda catalana’, D’Ars,
October-November 1971, pp. 56-57.
13 Cirici, A., ‘La generació dels seixantes’, Serra d’Or,
October 1969, 121, pp. 67-69.
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but was a pioneer in reflection on pop legends.

15 One example of this terminological ambiguity that
could be taken advantage of by explicitly conservative
outlooks is M. Garcia-Viñó’s book, Pintura Española
neofigurativa (Guadarrama, 1968).

artists, the Equipo Crónica, Artur Heras, Manuel

Ràfols-Casamada.

Pierre Restany’s nouveau realisme is obvious.

Clarification of the post-informalist situation

Cirici also singles out Romà Vallès and Pere

therefore depended on a certain generational

Pagès —we could also add Daniel Argimon—

definition. One of the first occasions was the

for their work on the contemporary image,

Nueva Gente (New People) show at the Municipal

appropriated and tortured through collages of

Gallery of the Antic Hospital de la Santa Creu in

press material, an approach which today we

June 1965, an exhibition by the group of young

could think of as the direct forerunner of pop art

people coming out of Belles Arts who no longer

in Catalonia, closely tied to the impact phase

wanted to be either classics or informalists:

of Robert Rauschenberg’s work. Figuration, the

Llimós, Artigau, Sobrer, Gerard Sala, Pere

image, the citations taken from a contemporary

Puiggròs, Arranz-Bravo, but also Àngel Jové.

world based on mass images are the basic

The Sala Gaspar gallery attempted an approach

elements of this realism, but its importance lies

with a more eclectic mixture in the spring of

not in rhetorical resources or technical means

1966, in which we find Arranz-Bravo, Gubern,

derived from international trends (the footprint

Argimon,

Tharrats

and

Jové, Llimós, Padrós, Gerard Sala and others,

of Restany’s and Rauschenberg’s nouveau

artists who would later define and separate their

realisme), but in objectives of a political nature,

respective paths and groups. The catalogue

disguised and explicit at one and the same time

included an extract from Santos Torroella’s book

in their activism against the conditions imposed

Del románico al Pop Art (Edhasa, 1966).

Despite the shock of some critics, the first relief
for the post-war avant-garde arrived and the
turn towards figuration was obvious. Cirici, of

14 See: ‘El maig del 68 i la seva repercussió a les arts
plàstiques: Taula rodona with Eduard Arranz-Bravo,
Francesc Artigau, Jordi Galí, Silvia Gubern, Antoni
Mercader, Alex Mitrani, Imma Prieto’ GAROLERA, N. et
al. (ed.), Els anys teòrics. Arts. Literatura i crítica, 1962 –
1979, Barcelona Angle, 2018.

Cirici emphasised the impact of the Valencian

course, was able to see this. He described how
between 1963 and 1964 things changed radically
with the emergence of the new realism. At first,
this concept helped to clarify the situation,
as the main thing was not that young people

by Francoism.

Getting into politics
In his essay La societé du spectacle (1967),
Guy Debord insisted on the sick, alienating
nature of the consumer society, which had to
be combatted: ‘the awareness of desire and
the desire for awareness’.16 Awareness, selfawareness is the only way to free oneself, to

used figuration, transgressing the abstract
logic of the previous generation, but that there
was a need for a new connection with reality.

16 Debord, G., La société du spectacle, Paris, Gallimard,
2000 [1967], p. 47.
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be reunited with truth, as we see in the fable
Liberxina 90, Carles Duran’s film. Mechanical

Valencians and Catalans together and associate

cast doubt on its democracy than it was to

In Spain, though, reflecting the alienating,

them with a critical conception of art, but their

refer to the situation in Spain. The iconography

manipulating banality of capitalism allowed

consumption, derived from industrialisation

languages were very different. The Valencians

reflected this. Equipo Crónica’s Pim, Pam, Pop,

or implied an exogenous critique. When the

and the complicit strategies of advertising,

used a pre-existing iconography, used the

ironically juxtaposes the pop art party and a

regime’s economic policies were questioned

lead to a false life: ‘La puissance cumulative

image as ‘ready-made’ material to be turned on

charge by American military police, probably

it was done by criticising the United States.

d’un artificiel indépendant entraîne partout

its head to reveal its meanings. They played with

an image taken from confrontations with the

Its relations with Spain could be included in

[The

dynamic and static series, according to whether

students. In contrast, the minute detail in one

the perverse dimension of its foreign policy

cumulative power of independent artificiality

they repeated the same image or varied it, and

of the gouaches from the series Lluís Güell

that so stirred up young pacifists all over

sows everywhere the falsification of social

they avoided the gesturality of the individual,

devoted to the Homage to Miguel Hernández

the world. Oriflama published an article on

life]. This was a key revelation for the youth

expressionist, romantic artist. Arnau Puig noted

captures absolutely magnificently the Spanish

Che which came to be used surreptitiously

and for critical minds at the time. Of course,

that the paths taken by Cardona Torrandell

police (the grisos) charging. The scene is mixed

as a small poster.22 Probably, though, as a

in the context of the Franco regime, capitalist

were very different. Mensa used Coca-Cola as

among lines that develop with psychedelic

description of the lifestyles and the tribulations

alienation was overshadowed in power and

a universal symbol of economic and cultural

fluency. The exhibition of this series at the

of the population in face of the delays and the

urgency by the theft of democracy.

colonisation by American capitalism with crude,

Museu de Mataró had to be taken down.

inefficacy of social policies, the most suitable

une falsification de la vie sociale’

17

medium was everyday satire, which was

grotesque figuration. It bore no relationship
Between the new figuration, which was

to the irony or the disturbing serialisation of

For the Equipo Crónica the model was

extremely difficult and closely monitored, often

practically still-born, and pop art, came

Manolo Valdés when he showed the strange

not American pop art, as Paula Barreiro

censored, like the cartoonist Cesc’s brilliant

the brief phenomenon of the ‘Crónica de la

exaltation of modern dances, the manifestation

explains, but French narrative figuration.20

work, though it did not use the language of

realidad’ (‘Chronicle of reality’) that sprang up

of

The

Paris generated what was called narrative

pop, except perhaps in some of his work for

in Valencia around the Equipo Crónica. The

phenomenon of Estampa Popular is related to

figuration or critical figuration at the Salon

advertising, like that for Nescafé.23 Perich, in

an

alienated

hedonist

youth.

the same ideological complicity that unites very

Jeune Peinture, which came from the post-

his book of drawings and aphorisms Autopista

Oficial d’Arquitectes de Catalunya in 1965

diverse artists around the simple, archaic lino

war period. With support from the critic

(with cover illustration by Enric Satué), dared

brought together the Valencians and three

technique. What they wanted was to practice a

Gerard Gassiot-Talabot, its leading lights

to declare, with terrible, fake caution, ‘I’m

Catalan artists: Armand Cardona Torrandell,

‘hard, direct realism’, in the words of Arnau Puig,

were Bernard Rancillac and Hervé Télémaque,

apolitical, by force’.24 However, criticising the

Francesc Artigau and Carles Mensa. In his

connecting and confronting rural Spain with the

along with Eduardo Arroyo from Madrid.21 They

United States could be more easily tolerated

commentary, the critic Arnau Puig defended

contemporary world.

Their programme and

proposed an alternative to American pop art.

and meant one could be part of the widespread

the need for committed art (a standpoint that

their sensibility did not belong to the sparkling

The exhibition Mythologies quotidiennes at the

movements

had already caused a rift between him and his

cosmopolitan youthful revolt of the second half

Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris in the

political ethics. Francesc Artigau’s parodies

Dau al Set companions a few years before):

of the 60s, even though it coincided in technique

summer of 1964 assembled a broad, syncretic

and grotesque depictions of the bourgeoisie

and political affinity with the work of the Atelier

group representing this European version of

who frequented the Liceu were to give way to

‘It has become necessary for artists to take

Populaire during May 68. Nevertheless, among

pop that went beyond pop art and in which

more cosmopolitan images of the ambivalent

on a renewed educational role and teach the

their works we find frequent references to

the narrative of the comic strip and ideological

erotic seduction of consumerism, with Coca-

new man how to see reality so that they can

United States international politics, consumism

struggle against the capitalist system and

Cola and supermarkets as paradigms. The pile

gradually become the complete men they

and the Vietnam War.

established power played a fundamental part.

of burnt Coca-Cola crates by Lluís Güell also

exhibition Crónica de la realidad at the Col·legi

19

Art made it clear: it was much more viable to

17 Op. cit., n. 17, p. 63.
18 Puig, A., ‘Crónica de la realidad’, Siglo XX, 1965, p. 16.
18

new

justice

and

shared this very generic standpoint.

perhaps have never been.’

18

The meeting’s noble intentions were to bring

demanding

lambaste the United States of America and

19 Puig, A., Cap a una altra realitat. El context d’Estampa
Popular, Museu d’Art de Girona, 2005.

The American flag had been a pop emblem
20 Barreiro, P., Avant-garde Art and Criticism in
Francoist Spain, Liverpool, Liverpool University Press,
p. 254
21 Chalumeau, J.L., La nouvelle figuration. Une histoire,
de 1953 à nos jours, Paris, Editions Cercle d’art, 2003.

22 Oriflama, August 1970, 98.
23 Cesc. Història d’un país, Fundació Caixa de Barcelona,
1986.
24 Perich, Autopista, Barcelona, Estela, 1970, p. 135.
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since Jasper Johns. It had an obvious artistic

As well as the attempt to comment on current

art —even though Rauschenberg drew more

‘The history of CAU and that of the Col·legi

presence and an ambivalent symbolic function.

affairs directly, symbolic irony could also be

interest than Warhol at first—, but the influences

d’Aparelladors who published it, like those of

It described a new world people wanted to

a medium, as in the case of Miralda’s little

are not obvious or direct. It may have been the

many other things that happened in Catalonia

belong to and, at the same time, it represented

plastic soldiers. But political references of a

designers and illustrators (Jordi Fornas, Enric

in the late 60s and early 70s, were tied to the

its dark side of domination. In his home in

revolutionary nature had to be kept basically

Satué, Enric Sió, America Sanchez) who got

change in strategy agreed by the PSUC at

Vallvidrera, Arranz-Bravo keeps a genuine

to the private sphere or between the lines.

closest, but they did so in a free, appropriatonist

the second congress held in France in 1965

19th-century flag as a kind of archaeological

America Sanchez’s red poster was at once

way.

Designing for record covers was a

at which almost one hundred delegates

totem. Norman Narotzky, an American living

a minimalist piece in which the orthogonal

field that clearly showed this.27 Pop, though,

took part. It was agreed that the party had

in Catalonia, who evolved from informalism

fold constructs the work and a demand not

was everywhere as a term, as an idea, as a

to give its support to student, professional

and was one of the first people to make the

without irony for the red of communism (which

reference, and this was because society and life

and neighbourhood movements, as well as

move to figuration, made a series of portraits

we could compare with Godard’s use of this

26

had become pop. Pop was the contemporary

colour in La Chinoise). The silkscreen print of

to working class movements, and promote

of great American men associated with the idea

culture of capitalism associated with American

initiatives where these were needed.’28

of freedom —people like Lincoln, the Apache

the American flag falling apart connected with

imperialism, the mass media, technology and

Geronimo or Martin Luther King— against a

the critical reflection on symbols that everyone

the incipient computerised systematisation of

Alexandre Cirici presented the opening number

background of the American flag in the form of

could understand, but it was not publicised

management. Pop was the world of desires, of

at the equally militant bookshop El cinc

a collage of newspaper cuttings. He was able

and never became well-known. Sometimes,

consumption and of youthful rebellion. Pop was

d’oros, which had just opened. Included in

to exhibit these items without any trouble, but

though, small gestures involved real daring,

a system of symbols and a sign of the times. Pop

that first issue we find a spectacular poster

his portrait of the Catholic King and Queen of

almost an act of temerity, like Gonçal Sobré’s

(or pops) was a culture. And this was present

by Enric Satué which makes ironical use of

Spain was censored at the René Metras gallery.

action La dansa de l’afusellament (The Dance

in the form, the iconography and the spirit of

the iconography of Superman, eroticism and

The subject of the struggle for civil rights for

of the Firing Squad), which he put on at Camp

Catalan art in the second half of the 60s.

violence, appropriating the onomatopoeia

the black population of the United States raised

de la Bota, the site of executions by the Franco

awareness in the country’s progressive sectors

regime. The photographs —a work in their own

Pop, its shining aesthetic modernity, the

parodying and colonising the aggressive

and was open to readings that went further.

right, with the two positions like steps in a

problems the new society posed and its

strategies of modern advertising, but also

Iglesias del Marquet made collages of Martin

dance— were reproduced in the catalogue for

cosmopolitanism were at the centre of the

Muhammad Ali. Other posters were published

Luther King and Malcolm X. Josep Guinovart was

his exhibition at the Syra gallery in 1966 and,

project embodied in the magazine CAU,

to mark the launching of the magazine. One of

one of the artists who, despite coming from the

surprisingly, went unnoticed by the censor.

published by the Col·legi d’Aparelladors de

them imitated a wanted poster for Adam Smith

Catalunya and first released in March 1970,

for the rule of reason that had led to Vietnam,

though conceived in 1968. The design by

the Seat 600 and cheese portions! Reason,

social painting and informalism of the previous
decade, incorporated images and topics from

Pop and pops

previously used by Robert Liechtenstein,

Satué and the articles by Vázquez Montalbán

of course, would be opposed by imagination.

revolutionary concerns. His installation using

I have referred constantly to pop, but what is

in the ‘Culture and subculture’ section set

Satué’s style combines the freedom of the

large metal drums with references to napalm,

pop? Was pop art an age, a style, a fashion, a

the pace. The magazine had close ties to the

pop collage with the use of lettering and an

his paintings in homage to Che and his multiple

cultivated, commercial cultural trend? Jenny

political strategy of the PSUC, as Jaume Fabre

expositional clarity that is more Swiss and

depictions of the Vietnam War also had a local

Diski simplifies: ‘The diminutive “pop” merely

explains:

rationalist in its origins with brilliant results.

dimension. He dared to make a lino print for

suggested “new” and “fun”. And “throwaway”’.25

this new reality of the media and international

the magazine Estampa Popular, in the form

Talking of pop to refer to the Catalan art of the

of a series of images like a comic strip, on the

60s is problematic and disputable. It is true that

subject of the bomb that fell in Palomares, the

there was admiration for Hockney and British

bomba ye-yé as it was called in a frivolous song

painters and for what was known as American

intended to defuse the scandal.
25 Op. cit., n. 8, p. 31.
20

Antoni Padrós, in his pictorial phase before
26 On this, consult the indispensable doctoral thesis by
Maria Àngels Fortea El pop a la manera del disseny gràfic
català. El descobriment Pop del passat: dissenyadors –
col·leccionistes. Universitat de Barcelona, 2015.
27 See Panera, F.J., ‘¡Pop-tops! Aproximaciones al arte
pop en España a través del diseño musical (1956-1979)’,
Moreno, L, (ed.), Reflejos del Pop, Fundación Palacio de
Villalón – Museo Carmen Thyssen de Málaga, 2016.

giving it up to devote himself fully to the
cinema, uses language that is definitely pop
in subject matter and style. His pinks and

28 Fabre, J., CAU. Quan el PSUC era més que un partit,
Barcelona, Viena Edicions, p. 11.
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other creamy pastel colours are intended to

Francesc Artigau dealt with pop subject matter,

was disturbing: ‘The same could happen to

but did not look towards the Americans so

him as to Lichtenstein, who confesses he

at the Petite Galerie in Lleida, along with

much as the English, even though he strived

now admires the things he used to parody,

Guillem Viladot and Joan Brossa.

for a personal diction based on a gradual

or he could stop at a lighter sentiment, like

return to craft. He used bright colours. He was

Oldenburg’s...’31 In fact, his style and approach

evolved towards visual poetry, which in 1973

be perversely seductive. The speech balloons

materialised in the exhibition Poesia concreta

bring to mind the comic strip, the glamour of
the cinema, and the flags takes us back to
Hollywood, but the falsely innocent festive
style (a strategy he also uses in his films)

Gonçal Sobré was a painter in a category of

fascinated by the sensuousness of bodies and

were more complex than a mere celebration of

and details like a head with a flag inside

his own and, at the same time, he had ties to

food, the opulence and brilliance of a society

appropriation. Fragmentation is a constant in

it are a direct reminder of the famous film

the new generation of painters coming out of

that was gradually emerging from greyness

his work and generates sudden palimpsests.

Yellow Submarine, in which Heinz Edelmann

Belles Arts (Artigau, Arranz-Bravo, Bartolozzi,

and austerity. He detected and criticised its

In a conversation with the painter José Luís

effectively and suggestively summed up the

Llimós) accompanied by the poet Francesc

excesses, like when he shows a girl walking

Merino, when asked why he left unfinished

most commercial and youthful pop style. In

Parcerisas.

lines and shapes, he answered:

a more cultural meaning, the magazine La

Mosca (1968-1970), driven by the publisher

Sobré, who was very aware and

along in a miniskirt, wearing her gas mask

down-to-earth, produced a kind of naïve,

to go shopping and consume. Based on a

29

neighbourhood pop he called art xava, inspired

photograph by Horacio Seguí, he portrayed

‘For one thing it’s a revolt against everything

houses Edicions 62, Lumen and Seix Barral,

in the working-class landscapes of Barcelona’s

the Dúo Dinámico and Massiel in all the banal

methodical and against established aesthetics.

and

and

Poblenou neighbourhood. Sobré had already

but dazzling glitter of their success in the

I’ve always remembered something

Barral, with a provocative design made by

been able to travel to London in 1963, but that

Eurovision Song Contest.

musician Archie Shepp once said: “Aesthetic

America Sanchez, is a sample of the updated

world could not be transcribed to ours yet. In

connexion with the authors and intentional

his case, ‘working-class’ meant neighbourhood

Jordi Galí also dealt with this topic, but not with

humanity and therefore the ennoblement

sociological and aesthetic debates linked to

modesty in a pre-technological context. Hence

Artigau’s colourful expressionism, but with a

of culture”. At the same time, in some of

the new critical, revolutionary culture.

his series of photographic self-portraits as a kind

tangential language, presenting a kind of star-

my pictures I want to stress my interest in

of elegant but fake James Bond, like something

studded podium as a monument to the Duo

debunking painting.’32

There is also a very curious pop with a direct

from a carnival or, even better, from a village

Dinámico. Remember that Galí was a friend of

influence from the English-speaking world,

fete, something that did not prevent a really

Joan Manuel Serrat, as the two of them had

The elements taken from the banality of the

that of Josep Iglesias del Marquet, who lived

modern feeling for composition and form in the

done their military service together, along with

media evolve into imaginative autonomous

in Glasgow from 1962 to 1964 and in Canada

geometrical backgrounds he chose. Though not

Miralda. Jordi Galí, in his short but brilliant

forms. This may be why his work, which is so

from 1964 to 1966. Iglesias del Marquet came

directly related, this work by Sobré that comes

career, made a very powerful impact. Cirici

little known today, seems to anticipate much

from abstraction and adopted collage as his

across as an ironic self-representation of the

took him as a reference for the new generation.

later exercises, like those of a certain post-

language for small-format items that were

artist seems to be a forerunner of Carlos Pazos’s

In pictures that look at once incomplete and

modernity, and in this, from a distance, he

monumental, he painted stereotyped images of

could be compared to Luís Gordillo.

then

by

Tusquets,

Anagrama

the

liberation is the prelude to the liberation of

more practical and more possibilistic. His

project Voy a hacer de mí una estrella (1975).

neat, delicate collages are exquisite works

The installation T.Q.N.I. at the Aquitania gallery

women taken from the glamour of advertising

reminiscent of those by the Dadaist Kurt

in 1970 displayed some panels with everyday

and international magazines. The figure of

In 1968, Galí did a mountain landscape for

Schwitters. This is poetic, lyrical, intimate

objects, in the manner of Daniel Spoerri’s

the man wearing a tie is a recurrent one and

a lithographic edition with a sign that said

pop and, in this sense, is an example of the

nouveau réalisme, but brightly coloured and

becomes symbolic, a reference to a situation of

just ‘Vulgar’. A small drawing also shows a

defiant rhetoric and the large formats that

unrefined like toys. Sobré, with the daring of

power and conventionalism at the same time.

football match as though it were a storyboard

were dominant, but this did not distance him

the amateur who perhaps is no such thing,

Galí dared to go deeper symbiotically into this

of images of pure movement. The mixture, the

from the avant-garde; on the contrary, it could

investigated all the avant-garde options of the

new world, abandoning the easy standpoint

be considered a forerunner of ‘mail art’. Later,

time, combining them with a dominant kitsch.

of instructive criticism. Perucho said he did

December 1965, 1478.

not want to moralise, but to describe.30 This

31 Cirici, A., L’art català contemporani, Barcelona,
Edicions 62, 1970, p. 338.

after the impact of the visit to the design
and art school EINA by the Italian poets and
theorists of semiotics of the Grupo 63, he
22

29 Sintes, M., Gonçal Sobrer, un rebel sense pebrots.
Pintures i fets, Barcelona, Arxiu Històric de Poblenou,
2011.

30 Perucho, J., ‘Jordi Galí y el mundo de hoy’, Destino, 4

32 Leaflet for the exhibition at the Galería Grises, Bilbao,
1967. Conversation with the painter José Luís Merino.
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blend between high and low culture, was one
of the premises of the pop period. One good
example is the cover illustration that Jordi
Fornas —who had already made a name for
himself as the graphic artist closest to mass
media experiments— did for the Catalan
edition of Charles M. Schulz’s comic strip
Peanuts. The titles of these compilations
are specific to the Catalan edition. In one,
in 1969, the title parodies Marcuse’s book

One-Dimensional Man with Snoopy, el gos
unidimensional (Snoopy, the One-Dimensional

novelty and consumption are pop, then any art

1985 launched the magazine La Oca (with an

[What an age! No-one is in search of being any

referring to them or appropriating their resource

approach and style derived from the Italian

longer. Vanitas! Vanitas!]. Brilliantly decadent,

is too, in a way, while the way of arte povera

Linus, 1966). Gubern defined comics according

Jodelle today is like a strange compromise

or the renouncement of the object would be

to semiotic criteria and put them on an equal

between a vulgar sub-genre of the erotic

precisely a reactive, dialectic response to this

footing with the cinema and other popular,

comic and a socio-philosophical delirium with

ubiquitous, saturated universe. In a way, the

if fleeting forms of expression like the photo

numerous artistic citations. With the same

end of pop art arose from pop itself.

comic. Luis Gasca, with his ‘Tebeo y cultura de

publisher, Éric Losfeld, Peellaert presented

The impact of comics
One cultural factor that influenced painting

masas’ in 1966, preceded Terenci Moix’s 1968

Pravda la survireuse the following year,

book with its innovative analysis of the comic,

along similar lines, perhaps more aggressive,

tracing its history, attempting a sociology of it

also featuring a female character, a kind of

and studying its linguistic particularities: Los

brazenly erotic panther-biker with attitudes

and design and that had a reality of its own in

comics. Arte para el consumo y formas Pop,35

associated with urban violence. Her name,

Dog). Fornas enlarged a drawing by Schulz

the creative sphere was the emergence of an

which Gubern also contributed to. The comic

ironically, seems to have been taken from the

and set it against a chewing-gum pink

intellectual, avant-garde awareness of comics.

is pop art par excellence and pop art is directly

title of a well-known magazine in communist

background. Jordi Galí designed a fibre-glass

‘The image is one of the forms of expression

influenced by the comic. What seemed to be

Russia, Pravda, which means ‘truth’. Losfeld

stool with organic forms in bright red and

that most helps to typify the consumer

of particular interest at that moment in time

had published another comic along the same

society, and comics, that is telling a story

was, as in art, the twin dimensions of culture

lines, the Saga de Xam, by Jean Rolin and

through pictures, is one of its most popular

and popularity. Terenci Moix recognised the

Nicolas Devil, and Sió’s work had several
points in common with it, with its preciosity

called it, perhaps also ironically, Freedom. In

the Manifest dels Pintors (Jové, Galí, Llena
and Porta, La Mosta, 1968, 5) Galí proposed

manifestations’, said Joaquim Molas writing

fundamental place of ‘camp’ (vulgarity) and

an ‘aesthetic of the liberation’. Galí did not

about Enric Sió.33 While an avant-garde literary

nostalgia in consumer comics. This was the vein

inspired by Art Nouveau exaggerated to the

consider his painting pop art, even though we

critic thought this of Sió, Alexandre Cirici

the Equipo Crónica harvested, overturning it in

point of psychedelic delirium. These authors

can appreciate that it deals with themes from

consecrated him in the context of the arts when

a critical sense. But Moix also devotes an entire

undoubtedly influenced Enric Sió, but so did

34

chapter to the ‘intellectual approximations of

the Italian Guido Crepax, who was to become

with a chapter of his own. Cirici tells how, in

the comic’. Here, for example, he refers to Maria

a friend and collaborator of the Catalan. Sió

Jaume Xifra’s templates, though not exactly

about 1966, Sió broke free from the commercial

Aurèlia Capmany and Josep Antoni Codina’s

managed to transfer this comic strip style

pop either, have a lot to do with the sightly

machinery, became enriched with intellectual

show Kabaret, performed at the Cova del Drac,

to the field of satire and communication,

accumulation of outlines of objects and

material like that of the philosopher Manuel

which made use of resources and models taken

images, or with Joan Rabascall’s proclamations

Sacristán and began to experiment with the

from comics.

and media captures. Guillem Ramos-Poquí,

semantics and syntax of the image-sequence,

who was living in Paris in 1965 and in London

in particular playing with the rhythms between

As a paradigm of ‘absolute intellectualisation’

style. But its great virtue was that it fully took

from 1968 (where he even exhibited at the

different types of shot. Sió’s other theoretical

of the comic, Moix mentions a great success

on board the avant-garde possibilities of the

Arts Laboratory, the place for the latest

support was Romà Gubern, a specialist in film

the age of pop.

avant-garde, where he coincided with Yoko

he included him in L’art català contemporani

and communication, who in 1972 published El

comic and experimented with it, combining
ellipses and striking combinations that express

in favour of the acknowledgement of the comic

full of adverts and glamour, a choir of coryphaei

the speed and sensuousness of the modern

as a quality artistic product, Gubern and Sió in

exclaims, ‘Quelle époque! Personne n’est plus

world, traversing history, elaborately and

à la recherche de l’être. Vanitas! Vanitas!’

sophisticatedly merging time and space to

as a way of doing away with representation
and moving towards a life experience, almost

24

of the time, Jodelle (1966), with a script by

line drawing, flat inking, photographs, narrative

investigating appropriation of everyday objects

worthy and is waiting for revision. If vulgarity,

script by Emili Teixidor, in a direct, caricatural

In one full-page picture, before an urban scene

lenguaje de los cómics. In a spirit of demand

and products. His pioneering contribution is

published in the magazine Oriflama with a

Pierre Bartet and illustrations by Guy Peellaert.

Ono), developed from collage and lettrism to

a performance, of a reality dominated by things

as in Lavinia 2016 o la guerra dels poetes,

create a reality that is at once dreamlike and

33 Molas, J., ‘Enric Sió i el nou llenguatge del “còmic”’
Oriflama, December 1968, 78, p. 29.
34 Cirici, A., L’art català contemporani, Barcelona,
Edicions 62, 1970.

35 Moix, T., Los comics. Arte para el consumo y formas
Pop, Barcelona, Llibres de Sinera, 1968.

realistic. Sió the designer also shows signs
of this daring, like on the cover for his then
25

partner Guillermina Motta’s record Visca

their creative dimension, as they provided

on painting, practised a figurative art that

the chance to transcend individuality and

‘The environnement very well arranged, with

in a multiplication of the effects created by

become one with the world and with others.

darkness, blue lights and electronic music.

one that was never bizarre but loaded with

Andy Warhol. Joaquim Molas said that this

All this research culminated at the end of the

A psychedelic painting, of hallucinations,

symbolism relating to imagination. His starry

solarisation effect reminded him of the cult

60s in the psychedelic movement or fashion,

done with silky colouring material, in relief.

atom bomb is a denouncement of the arms

characterised by the gregarious behaviour of

Jagged subjects, common in Indian art

race and the danger gripping an entire society,

l’amor, which shows a large solarised image,

film Hiroshima mon amour.

connected with an imaginative form of pop,

the hippy movement associated with the use

and certain forms of psychopathological

but at the same time it is also the opposite, a

Large hatched planes, speech balloons and

of drugs, with the powerful impact of LSD.

art, with outlines, horror vacui, eyes, teeth,

bulbous, friendly explosion of light and colour

onomatopoeias were all used by America

This collective experience spawned a visual

closed boxes, meteorological, abyssal and

that promises to free the senses.

Sanchez (at that time still Juan Carlos Pérez

style which in fact became more developed

chthonic elements [sic]’.37

Sánchez). And we have already seen how

in the field of design (comics, graphic design

Enric Satué was to appropriate this bright and

and perhaps fashion or some aspects of film)

apparently cynical pop. Pau Riba’s designs for

than in art. The designs by Peter Max, with their

Concèntric also seemed to echo this fashion

stars and bright colours, or the bizarre baroque

for glamorous and seductive comics. We might

version of Art Nouveau recovered by Wes

even establish parallels between this comic

Wilson can be found in posters of Jimi Hendrix,

strip avant-garde and the work of some artists

Jefferson Airplane and the Grateful Dead, but

closer to conceptual art, like Antoni Miralda.

Psychedelics, dreams, escapes

also on the cover of Jaume Sisa’s album L’home
dibuixat, designed by Jordi Batiste.

In his introductory text for a portfolio of

America Sanchez made articulated characters
A younger generation of artists who came

also painted in bright colours, like a sort of

of age in the 70s approached this world of

sculpture-paintings representing an exuberantly

drugs. Damià Escuder38 used them creatively

colourful

and philosophically. Ernesto Carratalà, well-

Sala, for his part, began to create a personal

known later for his exotic drawings inspired in

iconography based on the human outline that

his travels in India and published in El Víbora,

and

dynamic

humanity.

Gerard

sometimes depicted humanity as visionary,

makes it clear in his self-portrait. His friend,

sometimes as suffering, as though about to

Alicia Fingerhut, who described herself as

take flight, freeing itself of its constrictions and

the ‘Muse of jazz’, with coloured hair, did a

repressions. Joan Pere Viladecans gave his first

portrait of Carratalà based on a photograph

steps during these years, juxtaposing painting

that appeared in an article about hippies and

and object while following oneiric parametres.

Jordi Galí was the great introducer of the poetry

lithographs by Duran, Galí, Porta and Camprubí,

and music of the Beat Generation, with material

Salvador Clotes speaks of ‘schizophrenic

that perhaps not everyone understood because

imagination’.36 The most radical artist in this

of the language, but that intuitively struck
home. His friend Albert Porta (Zush) painted
a phosphorescent portrait of Burroughs. The

was essential. Zush described his art as

beat rebellion and its subsequent psychedelic

‘underground’ and his works as ‘hallucinations’.

expansion were also present in the Catalan art of

His colours are acid and his technique includes

In the work of Eduard Arranz-Bravo, and

especially attitudes that are related not only

the time. Allen Ginsberg had pointed to rebellion

the mechanical copying and schematic drawing

very specially in Rafael Bartolozzi’s, there

to the influence of the hippy fashion but also

in Howl, where madness was the consequence

gave it a romantic, refined, melancholic look.
This hippy romanticism was evident. Pau Riba

In view of this diversity and wealth, I feel

sense was of course Albert Porta (Zush as

recovered a painting by the mystic of nature,

we cannot strictly speak of a psychedelic

from 1968). To him, experimenting with LSD

the German painter Philipp Otto Rünge, for his

style which in the work of the painters who

record Diòptria.

emerged in the 60s was very circumstantial.
What we do see is a series of resources and

of the comic strip. But his drawing was and

is a wish to be one with nature, an interest

to something that is probably earlier: the

and the method of a confrontation with the

has always shown refinement and preciosity,

in the landscape understood in the manner

profound acknowledgement of a wish for

established order and where the repressive

as though detail and ornamentation were

of Baudelaire, like a forest of vital, sensorial

freedom that was developed with sensualism

nature of bourgeois society prompted the

elements for attaining knowledge, the result

correspondences.

and imagination.

defence of irrationality, dream and drugs. All

of a sharpened, multiplied, vibrant perception.

turning to analytical, conceptual reflection

of this had been brewing in the 50s among

Cirici wrote of the exhibition:

writers and essayists —in the literary sense of
the word— with Aldous Huxley’s study of what
he called the ‘doors of perception’, which were
opened by the use of drugs. They defended
26

36 Salvador Clotes, along with other intellectuals like
José Agustín Goytisolo, met with Pier Paolo Pasolini on
his visit to Barcelona in 1967. http://blogs.cccb.org/veus/
exposicions/pasolini-el-catala-i-barcelona/?lang=es

Robert

Llimós,

before

This freedom also led them to repudiate the
37 Cirici, A., ‘Atenció a Albert Porta’, Serra d’Or,
December 1968, 11, p. 106.
38 Exhibition Damià Escuder. Totes les vides, coordinated
by M. Lluïsa Faixedas, Museu d’Art de Girona, October,
2016

expressive and moral rigidity they could see
in informalism. Confronted with unbending
black, they opposed it with the exuberance
of colour, the ambiguity and the metaphoric
27

continuity of bodies and matter, as though

The poet Francesc Parcerisas remembers his

Set out around the industrial warehouse was

discotheque in Banyoles, Güell created a

everything was part of a new, syncretic,

flat, a meeting-place for his friends Llimós,

a little garden with statues of sheep. The

design in which we can see the Art Nouveau

magmatic reality. Eroticism was at the centre

Arranz-Bravo, Gerard Sala and others: a large

artists’ greatest joy was that the workers went

point of departure for a new Gaudí-style

back there on Sundays with their families

Modernisme (or of the Jujol of the shop

of their painting as a demand, but also as a

Union Jack on the white walls, furniture made

creative impulse.

out of whisky crates painted white, navy blue

to picnic, thereby subverting the sinister

Manyach) which Güell took much farther,

carpet and purple cushions.41 In the homes

relationship with the workplace that was still

building a grotto with continuous forms that

In this sense, they could be considered heirs

of the modern youth or the bohemians you

the norm. Arranz-Bravo and Bartolozzi also

wrap around the public. It is interesting to

to the spirit of May 68, as Arranz-Bravo and

sat on the floor rather than on furniture that

painted the company’s lorries.

put Lluís Güell’s work alongside the Visiona

Bartolozzi explained in an interview with

tended to disappear. The school of design

Baltasar Porcel:

and art EINA, established in 1967, was full

One very significant anecdote was that legal

Danish designer Verner Panton. The painting

(1968) and Visiona 2 (1970) projects by the

of the unconventional and proto-libertarian

action was brought against the factory and the

or design had to go beyond the limitations

‘Arranz-Bravo: “What I find reassuring are

spirit. In the garden of the house in Vallvidrera

painting was threatened with destruction.

of the object and become multi-sensorial

things like the May 68 events in France. I’m

where Arranz-Bravo and Bartolozzi worked

angry that it came to an end, yes, but nothing

and lived there were parties, exhibitions and

‘Recently the concessionaire operating

ever ends: the seed always flowers again.”

performances without there really being much

the motorway complained to the Ministry of

difference between the three activities.

Public Works saying that “Said construction

Continuing with discotheques, we could also

Bartolozzi: “Yes, May 68 in Paris: all power to

spaces where new ways of relating to the
body and to others were possible.

has been painted on the front of the

relate the logo Albert Isern created for the

Even though there was enormous complicity

house on the motorway with different

Bikini in Barcelona in 1969 to a certain spirit

as the confusion, there are a series of details

between the two artists and they exhibited

combinations of colours which result in a

of psychedelia. It played with hard outlines

–a point, flowers, patches of colour, etc.– that

together, their work was personal and differentiated,

kind of modernist picture which, being so

and contrasting colours to create a dynamic,

belong to the realm of pure imagination, of

as their evolution has shown. Nevertheless,

bright and showy, it is felt it could affect the

aggressive effect on the eye, along the lines

fantasy, because we believe that solutions

their most famous work during those years was

safety of drivers”’.43

of Pop art procedures. In fact, although we

must come through them. I believe in a man

a joint one; the decoration of the Tipel factory

of the future with imagination, with freedom,

in Parets del Vallès. The result is reminiscent

Oriflama reported that ‘there is also a certain

almost a different race...”’.

of the pop and psychedelic aesthetic, with

non-acceptance of art that is different,

abstraction, Pop art also connects with the

unusual perspectives, a feeling of overflowing,

imaginative, free and not old-fashioned’.44

aspirations of psychedelia and the liberation of

The veteran journalist Del Arco calls them

of uncontrolled growth of forms and bodies.

Finally, though, the so-called ‘pop factory’

perception in general. One very significant case

‘long-haired youths’ and asks them, not

Corredor-Matheos lauded the use of pink and

was saved. Today it is still standing, but is in

is that of Jordi Pericot, who lived in Paris from

without a certain malice, ‘But you have a lot of

the overall kitsch:

need of urgent restoration.

1960 to 1968 and combined pop figuration with

the imagination, they cried. In our work, as well

39

fun, don’t you?’ Arranz-Bravo answers, ‘What

have not dealt with him here because his roots
are in rationalism and classical geometric

Pop art, sometimes simultaneously. Despite the
‘The pink, apart from being an absurd

If the Tipel factory was supposed to be

mechanical artificialness of Pop works and the

colour and therefore marvellous, there in

festive, it is not surprising that another place

tendency to serialise, in Jordi Pericot’s work

This life unfolds in new shared living spaces,

the midst of the landscape is like a great

for the creation of imaginative and total

one clearly perceives the wish to suggest new

the same as happened with the people in

big strawberry cake being offered to people

spaces were leisure venues. I am thinking

spatial experiences. This is not surprising, as

El Maduixer, spaces that are part of the

driving along the motorway, a pink with a

of the first discotheques and, especially, the

he was in in direct contact with the G.R.A.V.

surroundings prompted by a new sensibility.

gentle, optimistic, arbitrary song’.42

exuberant work of Lluís Güell. In the Skinsad

(Groupe de Recherche d’Art Visuel), which

you call fun, for us is life’.

40

organised numerous art performances in the
39 Porcel, B., ‘Arranz Bravo y Bartolozzi, cronistas de la
confusión’, Destino, 7/2/1970.
40 Interview with José del Arco, La Vanguardia,
22/1/1970.
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41 Parcerisas, F., ‘El pis de Muntaner 155’, Mercadé,
A. (ed.), Arranz-Bravo 75-75, L’Hospitalet de Llobregat,
Fundació Arranz-Bravo, p. 24.

fábrica insólita’, Triunfo, 1971.

42 Corredor-Matheos, J., ‘Destrucción o permanencia. La

44 R.P., ‘La fàbrica pop’, Oriflama, May 1971, 107, p. 23.

43 Op. cit., n. 42.

street and gave Pop art a certain political
dimension. Nu a l’espai thus became an artefact
that opened up new dimensions of perception.
29

A horizon: women
In our country, the new feminism was not
consolidated until the 60s —(the first Jornades
Catalanes de la Dona (Catalan Women’s
Conference) was held in June 1976)— and we
cannot speak of feminist art as a movement in
its own right. But one notes the appearance
of work —often scattered but nevertheless
a sign of a latent trend— by women whose
treatment of the female condition was totally
different from what it had been until then. This
feminism was gestating and was no stranger
to the pop movement and its world. Remember
that Maria José Ragué, the chronicler of

There is work by artists of the generation

clothing

sacred

new perception of sexuality in which there

before the 60s that tend towards the feminist

proportions and evoke an exploration of the

that

take

on

totemic,

is a promise of freedom and dignity through

question, even though sometimes only subtly

specific value of the female condition.

colour and abstract sensuality. But as well
as these works that could be devalued if

and discreetly. This is the case of Claude
Collet, who depicted women as mythical

The interest in femininity was accentuated

looked at from a conservative standpoint

beings, like birds about to take flight, and

in the next generation of artists, though only

that saw them as a provocation is a highly

sometimes firmly attached to the ground.

among a minority and always as part of a

original and subtle series Chordà devoted to

struggle, despite not showing itself explicitly

her self-portrait while pregnant.

45

Amèlia Riera, a powerful figure in painting as

as such. Silvia Gubern was a fundamental

one of the main forces behind the MAN (Mostres

artist in this respect. In 1954 she had done

The cheerful, organic forms and colours

d’Art Nou), started from a radical informalism

work with the typical collages of pin-ups,

where darkness was central. Eroticism and

models or actresses, but at the centre was the

meaning because they arise from the loving,

death gradually appeared during the 60s

romantic and introspective image of Caspar

warring and at the same time suggestive

and steadily defined her personal poetics.

Her Eroticones, puppets that become erotic
artefacts, speak to us of a disturbing sexuality.

David Friedrich’s Woman at a Window.
Gubern saw art as a form of knowledge she

we have seen in pop here take on a new

representation of the female body and its
creative potential.

acquired through symbols and introspection

the countercultural movement in Berkeley

Her object L’hi van portar enganyat (They Led

connected with anti-psychiatry movements

What these scattered and often in those

(California Trip, Kairós, Barcelona, 1971), also

him there under Deceit) is a denunciation of

and non-western philosophies. The ego, the

days hidden female works47 show is that in

published the compilation Hablan las women’s

the death sentence, but the fact that it is based

identity, the senses, the need for communion

the end it is not the new or old media nor the

lib (Kairós, Barcelona, 1972) and La liberación

on a gynaecological chair inevitably points to

with

vagina)

correspondence with a fashion that defines

de la mujer, in the collection Grandes Temas

the vulnerability of women, something which

are all elements that appear in Gubern’s

belonging to an artistic form, but the relevance

de Salvat in 1973. In addition, Núria Pompeia’s

Riera, with her Gothic blackness, seems to be

illustrations. It is not strange, either, that she

and the daring of the problems that art poses

rebelling against.

should have applied them on glass, breaking

and how, in its day or later, it manages to

the classical dichotomy between picture and

shake, disturb or excite, even if only in passing

illustrations first appeared in Oriflama, one
of the first magazines to raise awareness in

the

world,

sexuality

(the

favour of feminism.

On a totally different path we find Aurèlia

background, thereby creating a work that is

—as in times of utopian revolution—, but

Muñoz, who was to become one of the most

difficult to contemplate as it is connected

never in vain, inventing languages, opening

Most male artists treated female eroticism as a

important artists in the field of textile art.

with and contaminated by its surroundings

consciousness, stirring dreams of hope.

This classification has done nothing for an

through transparency.

product which they sometimes denounced but
which they accepted as such. Some showed
a more modern awareness, as we sense in
Ramos-Poquí, and made a critical reflection
on the objectification of the female body. But
what was interesting was the appearance
of work by women done from a female
perspective, even though a lot of this work
remained almost secret or buried under other

accurate perception of her work, in which,
obviously, the recovery of crafts largely

At the same time, the recently rediscovered

associated with the world of women is

Mari Chordà46 draws attention today for

an interesting factor, but not the only one.

something no-one at the time was able to

In some of her work there is a symbolic or

see: the revolutionary nature of her pop

mythical element (not unrelated to her work

vaginas and vulvas, which placed women’s

for the stage with Iago Pericot), depicting

bodies, their identities, at the centre of a

structures

or

mechanisms

of

women’s

work and ideas and its value as a forerunner
of what would later be feminist perspectives
could not be appreciated.
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45 Antonio Salcedo saw this proto-feminist dimension in
Collet, an artist from a generation before the processes of
feminist liberation. Salcedo, A., Claude Collet. La recerca
de la intimitat, Museu d’Art de Tarragona, 2010.

46 Morgan, J.; Frigeri, F., The World Goes Pop, London,
Tate Modern, 2016. See also the meticulous text that puts
her in the context of the feminist avant-garde by Assumpta
Bassas in the catalogue: Mari Chordà. Llots i torbes,
Amposta, Lo Pati, 2018.

47 The topic is being investigated by Assumpta Bassas and
María José González, Madrid. See: ‘Pop art and female
difference in Catalonia: Carme Aguadé, Silvia Gubern,
Mari Chordà’, Feminist Art History Conference, American
University, Washington DC, 28-30/9/2018.
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Voices, bodies and
creation. Behaviours and
experiences 1966-1971

Writing about history is always complicated.

fragments have already been gathered and

Even more so if what we are wondering about

histories written but which still has gaps

has a certain ephemeral nature about it. Where

and dialogues to resolve. Often, too much

do we approach behaviour from? The place to

time is spent within the borders governing a

speak from is sometimes a limit, a threshold.

discipline, without noticing that those works

The tracks from which to spin a story about

were made by creators who mixed and

‘In the beginning was the word and the word was God and has

what happened converge there, true, but we

cohabited with other contexts, be they artistic

remained one of the mysteries ever since. The word was God and

must not forget that in that convergence we find

or otherwise. Similarly, trying to track a global

the word was flesh we are told. ... It is generally assumed

only remains, scattered memories of events.

gaze from a personal standpoint leads us to

that spoken word came before the written word. (…) the word

The story, which is like a voice —perhaps

a kind of contradiction that could be the flag

was flesh … human flesh...’

the one Unamuno suggested not just for

of a large part of the research. I myself have

completing but for rewriting official histories—

harboured doubts and contradicted myself

is the sum of fragments and memories

when it comes to establishing what and how.

that do not always coincide and which,

In a way, the period chosen once again brings up

paradoxically, are. From their intrahistory we

the ideas I suggested about the ephemeral, the

gather accounts that have gone unnoticed or

contradictory and the simultaneous. The dates

been silenced. Often they are gathered orally,

we are proposing (1966-1971) could, at first

but also managing to gather fragments that

sight, be of no interest. They cover a period in

construct another way of reading past time.

which it seems that nothing happens... nothing?

IMMA PRIETO

*

William S. Burroughs

This exhibition, Liberxina: Pop and new artistic

behaviour 1966-1971, arises in part from the

* BURROUGHS, W, S., The Electronic Revolution, Expanded Media Editions, 1970.

Nothing remarkable in an official historiography
perhaps, but essential not only for knowing
but also for understanding. This period has

wish to read history from a different angle. Or

been included in other, broader periods as a

from several at the same time. This explains

connector. On the other hand, what happens

why we find an oil painting, a record sleeve or

when we linger over these five years is that we

a picture drawn on a page in a notebook at the

are struck by a multiplicity of manifestations

same level of reading. The aim is to create a

without which it is impossible to understand the

sort of cosmogony in which to think about the

changes that were to take place in the 70s and

Barcelona of the last years of the 1960s and

which furthermore establish connections with

for that, it is best to think not about works or

other movements taking place outside Spain.1

documents but about remains and vestiges of
a past time. It is about recomposing another
possible map to look at a period of which

1 These connections are discussed in the
accompanying texts for this publication.
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on the outskirts of Barcelona that was part

built certain objects that contain an obviously

of today’s Poblenou neighbourhood. Camp

critical wink full of irony. Though we can hardly

naïve art, as Pilar Parcerisas explains so well:

de la Bota was the site of a military fortress

call it feminist art, it is worth emphasising

that was turned into a prison after Franco’s

that her Eroticones (1968), a kind of puppet,

accepting a dialogue with the traditional object

‘The fact is that his contradictions between

victory where a total of 1,704 people were

ironises national identity stereotypes without

or culture, whereas looking at certain behaviour

naïve painting, with its roots in pop, and the

shot by firing squad between 1939 and

ignoring the fact that the protagonists are

relating to what was to be encompassed under

world of action art bewildered the critics,

1952... During the performance, the artist

women. These women seem to greet the

conceptual art has more to do with experience

who eventually chose to silence Sobré’s

danced around Camp de la Bota and the

observer, like a bullfighter before a bullfight, at

and the way of knowing, in other words with

outlandish

castle, simulating his death by firing squad

the same time as they show off their feminised

the methodology we use when reflecting on

Poblenou neighbourhood, the artist tried to

and singing “E luceven le stelle”, an aria

bodies with their occult knowledge. From this

everything around us. So it is not so much the

open up a new path he called ‘art xava’, naïve,

‘what’ as the ‘how’. Whatever the case, both

urban, people’s art, guided by the Quatremeró

belong in a context characterised by the wish

group of painters (made up of Engracia

to break with established rules, the urge to turn

Casas, Joan Casas and Cecilia Vidal).’2

Rome. When he sings the aria, Sobré refers

With this double-edged visual language, Riera

everything imposed on them, from an academic

In fact, these two attitudes overlap in many of

to a young Aragonese communist who

criticises the death sentence and therefore the

as well as a family or social point of view.

his actions. One example is the actual invitation

sang it from an army van driving through

dictatorship, but also the situation of women.

Poblenou on its way to Camp de la Bota,

How many were deceived and led into that

where he was shot that same night’.

life as the perfect woman and mother? Riera

The years from 1966 to 1971 were the seed

practices a style of painting that comes close

and the meeting point for different trends and

to pop and does not skimp on motifs close to

interests —and in some cases contradictory—,
especially if we think that looking at pop means

fun

option.

In

Barcelona’s

away from everything they had been taught and

Many of the artists of this period, rather than

to one of his performances on 26 February 1966

in the Sala Sant Martí, on which could be read:

from Giacomo Puccini’s Tosca performed at

same period there is also the work L’hi van

the end of act 1 by the republican painter

portar enganyat (1971), an electric chair made

Mario

being

from an obstetrician’s chair which has had

executed in the castle of Sant’Angelo in

strings and electronic gadgets attached to it.

Cavaradossi

just

before

3

seeing themselves as part of one movement

answered this question not just with these

or another, wanted to experiment, to shake

‘HAPPENING. Chorizada cocktail, canciones

Sobré’s action appeals to that ephemeral

visible objects but with her own behaviour, for

off established labels without having to

del coro del Sabré de Plata, Pilar Leita:

gesture that has to do with attitude and

example, organising dinner parties attended

be part of a trend. In other words, they

paintershowgirl, show paraguas amarillo,

manages to write the silences of all those

mainly by men. In fact, in one of the studies

hanker after the freedom so acclaimed in

Rafael Orri y Mataró, Keeling, hombres cuadro.

deaths in space. As Garbayo rightly says,

devoted to her, Gloria Bosch proposes one of

not only does his gesture invoke the historic

the texts as a stage play performed by various

memory by setting the violence in the public

guests sitting round a table. As she herself says,

the late 60s, not only in Spain but in many

Dos sesiones de happening: 7.30, 8.45’.

of the cities of western Europe and the US.
This action is somewhat surprising if we
This clear determination not to stick to pre-

think of the importance of La dansa de

space, his body itself experiences and
incarnates the evil of past and future times.

‘I used to organise a lot of dinner parties, lots of

established canons or structures explains

l’afusellament mentioned above. Only two

That same contradiction and that same

friends came, especially those closest to me.

why in 1966 what we could call the first

photographs have come down to us from it.

simultaneity can also be found in the work of

My dear Perucho. There was also whisky and

happening in Spain took place. Only in this

One shows the artist leaning on the wall with

Amèlia Riera, an artist who has always been

tobacco. I’ve always liked smoking. A dinner

context of libertarian airs can we understand

his hands tied moments before being shot.

surrounded by an air of mystery and who has

party is a meeting, a ritual. It’s not just getting

that an artist such as Gonçal Sobré (still

In the other, the body writhes as it reacts

managed to survive in a world dominated by

round a table to eat, it’s talking and setting

lacking the research he deserves to this day)

to the impact of the bullet. Sobré’s action

men. Although in recent years her work has

words and attitudes alight. That’s why before

includes a subtle political and social demand.

been acknowledged —especially the work

sitting down at the table, I made everyone visit

‘Gonçal Sobré talks about the deaths by

relating to the pictorial language, heir to late

the bathroom, where one of my “children”

firing squad at Camp de la Bota, an area

informalism—, during the period in hand she

was waiting.4 The bathroom was in darkness

2 PARCERISAS, P., Conceptualismo(s) poéticos, políticos
y periféricos. En torno al arte conceptual en España, 19641980, Madrid, Akal, 2007, p. 106.

3 GARBAYO MAETZU, M., Cuerpos que aparecen,
performances y feminismos en el tardo franquismo, Bilbao,
Consonni, 2016, p. 212.

should have performed the action La dansa

de l’afusellament (Dance of the firing squad).
Sobré also symbolises the contradiction that
this whole exhibition traces. If on one hand
he performs the action in Camp de la Bota,
in the Poblenou neighbourhood, Sobré also
34

4 Amelia Riera calls the sculptures, the female and
male puppets she still shares her home with today,
her children.
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and all that could be seen was what caught

Jordi Galí was one of the students who was

Primera Muerte (Echo of First Death),8 it was

fools around with Gubern, who meanwhile

the light of a red candle. In a way, that in itself

violently beaten by the police, although he

Jordi Galí who provided this connection with

seems to be concerned with her leopard-skin

set the tone of the evening. Fun and privacy’.

was caught by them seconds before entering

the exterior and, what’s more, who let them

coat and a constant desire for seduction. Porta

the church where he was going to join the sit-

get away from French culture, which at the

comes and goes until he takes a brush and

Amelia Riera provoked situations that could well

in. Inside was Antoni Llena, who at that time

time was the most influential in Barcelona.

starts painting her face. At the end, the scene

be part of the history of art. Through her creations

was still a seminarian. Antoni Llena and Jordi

They were far more open to English-language

is resolved with a kind of unexpressed threat.

she demands a change in the observer’s

Galí had met some months earlier at the René

culture,

This film is in many ways like Iván Zulueta’s

attitude. Art understood as a gauge of realities.

Metras Gallery on the occasion of an exhibition

5

especially

the

Beat

Generation.

Un, dos, tres, al escondite inglés (1969).

by Jordi Galí. In fact, it was not long after the

Jordi Galí kept in touch with the record

It is no coincidence that 1966 was also the

Caputxinada that Antoni Llena decided to leave

company ESP-Disk,9 through which he had

year of the sit-in in Barcelona known as the

the seminary and devote himself full-time to

access to alternative music groups like t

‘Caputxinada’.

Sindicat

art. Llena moved in with Galí and Gubern, with

The Fugs and to writers close to the

Democràtic d’Estudiants de la Universitat de

whom he had already established artistic and

venerated

William

Considered the first example of Spanish video

Barcelona (Democratic Union of Students of

personal links that have continued to this day.

Burroughs, Jack Kerouac or Allen Ginsberg.

art, it disappeared in 1987 after being shown at

in the convent of the Order of Capuchins.

Jordi Galí and Silvia Gubern, unwittingly and

Life in the house in El Maduixer was an

(The Sublime Image), organised by the Reina

Although the police surrounded the building,

unintentionally, began the first instance of

important point for meeting and exchange. In

SofÍa Art Centre. Primera Muerte was given

the students held their ground for 72 hours. As

communal living, which in subsequent years

fact, other people who also dropped in include

up for lost for 30 years, until it was rescued

a result of all this the more reactionary press

was to spread to other places in Barcelona.

Frederic Amat, Salvador Clotas, Santiago

in 2010 in the TV3 archives, thanks to my own

condemned the priests and labelled them ‘reds

Although the reasons for this stemmed from

Roquetas, Esther Tusquets and others. The

research on the occasion of the exhibition

and communists’. Some of the students were

a generous, altruistic attitude, the fact is

place, like others at the time, took on multiple

VídeoStorias, which was held in Artium (Vitoria)

arrested and taken to the police station in Via

that the young couple ended up sharing the

roles, one of them as a place for fun. There’s

in 2011, where it was shown for the first time

Laietana, where in many cases they were brutally

house in Carrer Clarassó with Antoni Llena,

no doubting the feeling of openness and

since 1987. In spite of being shown then, the

tortured.6 The Caputxinada contextualises and

Àngel Jové and, very sporadically, with

experimentation that characterised the house,

video was severely deteriorated, especially as

legitimates Sobré’s action and commemorates

Albert Porta, who had a studio there. Some

something reflected in the film by Jordi Galí

regards the sound. In 2014 Primera Muerte

the violence that bodies were subjected to. At

of the most interesting artists of this period

(also unpublished to this day) and performed

joined the MACBA collection and in January

the same time, it takes us to two members of

arose from these encounters. Creators with

by Albert Porta and Lali Gubern. In the film,

2017 the museum’s technical staff restored

the group to which Alexandre Cirici gave the

a universe of their own, with an independent,

probably made between 1967 and 1968, Porta

the audio. This has allowed a new reading

name of El Maduixer, consisting of Jordi Galí,

autonomous iconography and morphology.

The

clandestine

beat

aesthetic

like

the University of Barcelona) organised a rally

7

Silvia Gubern, Antoni Llena and Àngel Jové.
In this context, it is vital to realise that Jordi
5 Extract from the interview with Amelia Riera held on
2 October 2017.
6 http://www.periodistadigital.com/religion/
opinion/2016/05/10/la-manifestacion-de-sacerdotesen-barcelona-en-1966-religion-iglesia-conciliobausset.shtml
7El Maduixer is not a group, it is a place. Alexandre
Cirici attributes the name to Jordi Galí, Silvia Gubern,
Àngel Jové and Antoni Llena because at that time
they lived together in the house in Carrer Clarassó, in
the El Maduixer residential estate.
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Galí’s

interests

and

connections

had

a

considerable influence on all of them. Galí
was the only one who had the chance to make
contacts abroad. In fact, through an address
in Paris, he managed to get records and books
sent to him that were banned in Spain by the
Franco dictatorship. As several of them so
rightly said in the 2017 documentary Eco de

This was the setting in which the video Primera

Muerte was made in 1969 by Jordi Galí,
Silvia Gubern, Àngel Jové and Antoni Llena.

the first video retrospective, La imagen sublime

of its content. We cannot only emphasise
8 Eco de Primera Muerte was the documentary made
by the author on the occasion of the video Primera
Muerte (First Death, 1969-1970).
9 ESP-Disk is an American record company based in
New York and founded in 1964 by the lawyer Bernard
Stollman. It was set up to launch Esperanto-based
music (poetic influences), but quickly became the
leading exponent of what is commonly known as
‘free jazz’. ESP also released recordings of noncommercial underground rock acts, including the
Fugs, The Godz and Pearls before Swine. Though it
stopped releasing records in the 1970s, the label has
several releases by iconic and cutting edge artists
to its name and it still exists with nearly its entire
catalogue available.

the value of the relationship between image,
text and sound, we can also think of editing
as a radical form of audiovisual writing.
In 1969 the Colegio de Arquitectos de Cataluña
(COAC, professional association of architects)
organised a conference with the title ‘Arte
y actualidad’ (‘Art and current affairs’) and
invited the four makers of Primera Muerte
to give a talk explaining their aesthetic
thinking. At the time, they were considered a

new collective of young creators with totally

extracts from Burroughs’s book Naked Lunch.

name to Zush. As has been explained several

revolutionary

from

There are also musical cuts like ‘Several

times, Porta (Zush) was leaving the house in

the informalist legacy. They accepted the

Species of Small Furry Animals Gathered

El Maduixer when the police stopped him. To

invitation, but decided without warning to

Together in a Cave and Grooving with a Pict’,

avoid being arrested he claimed an inexistent

make a video. The day of the supposed talk,

from

mental imbalance. The name Zush is due to

artistic

principles,

far

Pink

Floyd’s

Ummagumma.

record

they brought a camera in and filmed many

one of the inmates in the hospital, Armando,

of the people attending. In the assembly

The second part of the video shows the scenes

who on seeing Porta said ‘You are Zush’.

hall where the public was waiting, they had

filmed at the Colegio de Arquitectos. The scene

From that moment on he never again used

placed a monitor on the conference table.

centres on the attendees going up the stairs

the name Albert Porta. Zush’s work is full of

Then they switched off the lights and turned

and is accompanied by the Beatles’ song ‘Let

the concept of psychedelia, understood as

it Be’, which was added to the video in 1970.

a profound manifestation of the soul. Zush

on the monitor: Primera Muerte was seeing
the light of day and being shown to the public.

Primera Muerte is undoubtedly a visionary

created atmospheres in which the dialogue
between darkness and colour transports the

The video has two clearly differentiated

work that points to a moment when various

observer to other worlds (as we see clearly

parts. The first takes place in the setting

creative forces were emerging. Apparently,

in the pictures located in the black room in

of the house in El Maduixer where the four

nothing

that

Room 3). His universe is an invitation to get

artists lived and the second in the offices

exactly the opposite is true. Even the title,

rid of everything that has been imposed on

of the Colegio de Arquitectos de Cataluña.

used unwittingly at the time, reveals a reality

us and demands unlimited freedom for the

happens,

but

time

shows

that infiltrates naked spaces and becomes

subject. On leaving the psychiatric hospital,

The first part is built up from everyday moments

a present-day key that opens a new window

he set off for Ibiza, which is why he did not

and the occasional play of gestures that takes

on the past with relation to history. Image,

on a symbolic meaning based on the idea of

text and sound merge with surprising affinity

sex, death and creation, especially, through
the relations that arise between them. There

The first exhibitions at the Petite Galerie
served to consolidate this pre-conceptual
generation which opted, from the start, for
poor, ephemeral poetics. We can single
out some shows from the initial period: the
gallery opened its doors with the illustrations
from Àngel Jové’s book Petit homenatge

a la flor de paret (6 to 12 February 1968),
following which Alexandre Cirici put on two
exhibitions on two generations of Catalan
painting. While the first gathered artists
from the informalist generation, the second
allowed a glimpse of the emergence of
the

pre-conceptual

generation:

Padrós,

Gubern, Duran, Galí, Jové, Porta and Equip
A (Herreros, Jubany, Morera and Tornabell).
However, the most significant exhibition
was the one by Silvia Gubern (5 to 12 May
1969), where as well as various pictures with
pop connotations she presented silhouettes

take part in the creation of Primera Muerte.

of her own profile made from foam rubber

and make a call to life, making it show itself.

Before the group made contact with the

own words: ‘I was interested in working

In relation to this work, we are also presenting

Colegio de Arquitectos, Àngel Jové had

is a succession of images, while the artists

some

not

already collaborated with the institution on an

come and go, interact among themselves

only the place but how they lived. Note

individual basis. I might mention that, because

and let life permeate empty spaces. The

the photographs taken by the artist Antoni

of the censorship, there were very few places

spaces are centred in the patio of the house

Bernad, who documented an era and, in this

in those days that let ‘things’ happen. Only

and in the black room we reproduce in the

case, successfully recreated and favoured

the COAC and the Göethe Institut (German

museum on the occasion of the exhibition.

situations and contexts that perfectly describe

Institute) supported contemporary creation.

Also appearing in the video for a few seconds

the creative force of all its protagonists.

Jové, who had been running the Petite Galerie in

photographs

that

document

are Samuel, who is Silvia and Jordi’s son,
a little girl, the daughter of a Gypsy family

As I was saying, the black room was one

who lived nearby, and a chicken. The three-

of the shared spaces in the house, a room

pronged spear of sex, death and creation

painted completely black in which they placed

allows a mythical reading relating to Ethos

an ultraviolet fluorescent light. In fact, this is

and Thanatos, where a series of pulsations

one of the reasons why Albert Porta began

generate heart-rendingly powerful spaces.

experimenting with fluorescent paint. Porta

The images are accompanied by a voice over

maintained this identity until 1968, when, after

of Ángel Jové and William Burroughs with

a stay in a psychiatric hospital, he changed his

and confetti, lying on the ground. In her
with new, ephemeral materials, materials
out of context. Foam rubber was a material
I was very interested in. This weak and at
the same time horrible stuff is very flexible,
malleable, and I liked it a lot. At that time
I was drawn to this sort of material, so
I used this leitmotif for the assembly’.11

Lleida,10 had had contacts with other creators:

Jové had been in touch with new artistic

10 La Petite Galerie was an alternative art gallery in
the city of Lleida. It had a relatively short life towards
the end of the Franco regime (1968-1976) but stood
out as one of the few Catalan galleries devoted to
exhibiting avant-garde art. It was founded by the
local section of the Alliance Française, headed by
its director, Jaume Magre, and the painters Ángel
Jové and Albert Coma Estadella. In 1969 Antoni
Llena held his first individual exhibition there. On a
historical level, one of the most important exhibitions

of this, some of the work he did during this

manifestations and ways of thinking. In spite
period has nothing to do with the local context.
One characteristic of the self-taught Jové has
was the one in 1971 featuring Joan Brossa, Guillem
Viladot and Josep Iglesias del Marquet, which is still
considered the awakening of Catalan visual poetry.
11 Op. cit., n. 3, p. 367.
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always been his creative potential and the

COAC. In other words, the film complemented

fights for new, and even newer, states of

a subliminal message against the government

very personal ability to reinterpret reality on

the action performed by the artist. Jové played

being until in the end everything explodes.

position. In spite of that, they represented

the basis of a profound reflection on the uses

with perception and with the spectator’s gaze

Isn’t that the purpose of the world?’

Spain in the European record industry’s

and/or dialogues of the image. This is one of

by manipulating the speed of the film: the artist

the reasons why some of the work from this

stopped the image, speeded it up or slowed

This destruction of whiteness Mühl talks

period shows strong links to artistic behaviour

it down, accentuating that instantaneous

about takes us back again to Àngel Jové

These crosses between music, art, film,

that is not only unrelated to practices carried

nature by which a visual flash can provoke

and some of his black paintings from this

etc. were far more common than we think.

out in the local context but completely

an awakening. The character activating the

period. This is clearly illustrated in Gonzalo

Looking at history through the photographs

unknown. Jové shared in a powerful artistic

performance was Jové, but he adopted the

drive, a subtle but voracious energy capable

identity of a kind of circus trickster, letting

de la mano muerta,13 in which Jové himself

of cracking open the time in which the work

his presence provoke rejection rather than

points out a black painting done between

is born from a silent tremor. In this exhibition

acceptance. For this, Jové had put on

1966 and 1968. These pictures are emblems

In spite of the cultural freeze experienced

we are presenting two of his Super 8 films for

lipstick and wore a raincoat. According to

of an age, a kind of declaration of principles;

under Franco, one cannot help thinking

the first time. The fact that Jové had already

his own account, it brought to mind a kind of

as I said: wandering between creation and

about the revolution of 1968. The spirit

played around with audiovisual language also

ambiguous, provocative and anxious presence.

destruction,

of the time was oozing with the wish for

12

MIDEM festival held in Cannes in 1967.

Herralde’s documentary Comprender la flor

between

light

and

shadow.

by Colita or Xavier Miserachs reveals the
existence of these areas of overlapping.

freedom

responds to his restless and intuitive nature.

and

this

was

something

that

The second film, Sin título (Untitled), was

It is interesting that in 1966, although

impregnated all the creative work of the

made in 1969 and according to the accounts

apparently unrelated, in Barcelona’s Poble Sec

time, however subtly and metaphorically.

(1968) shows a series of unconnected, almost

by his companions at El Maduixer he had to

neighbourhood Los Salvajes premiered ‘Todo

abstract images which are interspersed with

have one of them help him make it as he was

Negro’ (‘All Black’), a composition clearly

Spanish society was aware of events in Paris

another register or body of images in which

at once the creator and the protagonist. On

influenced by the Rolling Stones’ ‘Paint it Black’.

and Prague. Miserachs himself not only

people come and go who could well belong to

this occasion, the film presents a character

his family circle. Jové investigates not only the

dressed once again in a raincoat and holding

Los Salvajes were also strongly influenced

Europe, he also managed to show Spanish

artistic medium but also the epistemological

a chicken in one hand. The protagonist just

by The Who, a detail that brings them closer

society a new way of looking at the world:

medium. Between the retinal play and the

squeezes the bird’s neck until he puts an end

to a harder type of music that is more like

family flashbacks a series of questions

to its life. One cannot help thinking of Viennese

garage rock. In the same line, Los No also

‘Miserachs

open up that are part of a type of exercise

Actionism and the raw mix of life and death,

shared similar influences. During their short

macabre show in which his characteristic

inscribed

blood and guts in terms of the dichotomy of

life (1965-1967), they released just two LPs

art of language in the Klein style joins

creation and destruction. The images take

and it is worth pointing out that when the

with the spectacle of tourism... The

us back indisputably to some of the actions

Franco regime held the referendum to approve

Miserachs style marks a break with the

by Rudolf Schwarzkogler and Otto Mühl:

the Organic State Law of December 1966,

representation

the group had serious problems getting its

society. The modernity announced by

This is how he came to present one of his
first audiovisual exercises at the COAC. After

within

the

structuralist

trend.

After looks at two of the constants that
were to go with Àngel Jové throughout
his career: loss and grief. Through this

depicted what was happening in the cities of

raises

of

the

curtain

Spanish

of

a

post-war

subtle dialogue between the image that

‘Now I only paint every three days, sometimes

songs heard on the radio as the regime had

the new representation (the use of the

tends to disappear and that family trail,

much less. I laze around in front of the empty

run a hard campaign in favour of ‘yes’ and the

wide-angle or the extreme telephoto lens,

he metaphorically points at the fragility of

surface until I feel an excess of energy inside

name of the band (The No) seemed to convey

the coarse grain, the contrasty prints,

memory, at those images that disappear not

me, and then I leap at the painting... I destroy

only from history but from our very memories.

the surface, its glorious whiteness and at the
same time I strike a blow at the old order,

It is important to remember that this film was

part of the happening that took place at the
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the world, I take it to its ruin –though you
could also call it perfection. Everything

etc.) reaches the observers as the ideal
12 Otto Mühl, letter to Erika Stocker. Vienna, 30
November 1961 in Solans, P., Accionismo Vienés,
Madrid, Nerea, 1999.
13 Link to the documentary: https://youtu.be/
nptHhvC7-14, minute 13’19’’.

way to assimilate a new subject matter
which in this case can be summed up as
young people enjoying themselves, the
longed-for sexual freedom, technological
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change and the apologetics of progress,

disenchantment

mediocre

spirit it propagated. Liberxina 90 had a radical

compositions in which chance was present

as well as a critique of unregulated town-

political class who administer democracy.’15

air to it, like the revolutionary gas the young

as the motor of creation. His audiovisual

regarding

the

planning, the corruption of rulers, people’s
gradual loss of authenticity and values’.14

protagonists want to spread, people who are

narrative conceals an internal system in

The same year that Bocaccio opened its doors,

almost terrorists, who want to renovate society

which structuralist basics can once again
be seen. Influenced by the French magazine

Miserachs made his first film. We find the same

with their social-positive intoxication. It is

The type of photography Miserachs opted

innovative spirit in Amén historieta muda (1967).

not surprising that the Franco regime should

Tel Quel, Herralde applied the principles

for responded to a change of technological,

The context, like so many in the films of the

have censored this film production. What is

that governed the new critiques —or rather,

political and aesthetic outlook. In Paris

Barcelona school, takes us back to that idea of

less comprehensible is that to date, although

literary production— to the language of film.

he was able to make his documentary on

youth, freedom and Costa Brava landscapes.

it has been screened in some cinemas, it

What is undoubtedly up to chance is the

European youth, capture those moments of

In spite of everything, perhaps because of the

has not been released as it deserves. Once

making of the film in question. Apart from

revolution and violence, but also discover

photojournalist’s eye underlying his practice,

again, to talk of film is also to talk of a context

the ‘underground’ label it has so often been

Miserachs never felt proud of his film creation.

and a generation. Pere Portabella, Joaquim

associated with, the trips to New York organised

other magazines like Life or Paris Match.

There is no doubt that the fact that Triunfo

Jordà, Jacinto Esteva, José María Nunes and

by the boite were famous. As Herralde himself

put him in touch with Europe opened up a

Bocaccio became a trans-generational and

Carlos Durán collaborated with one another

has explained, sometimes there were seats

new field in the way Miserachs conceived

trans-disciplinary meeting-place. That was

indiscriminately in their creations. Their scenarios

unfilled and he managed to take advantage of

the image. Whatever the case, there is

how Isabel Steva, known as Colita, described

were often the same ones they crossed:

one of these occasions to capture that mixture

no denying his ability to capture those

it. Many of her portraits show us, without

imperceptible details that hold the truth

distinction,

actresses,

‘To establish today who belonged to the

of history. I began this text thinking about

writers, architects and publishers, something

Barcelona school when and how is a

film Cartel (1970) with Gustau Hernández,

the people who died at Camp de la Bota,

that is clearly reflected in the pictures taken

fruitless task. It was enough to frequent

a

a place that people have tried to erase

in 1968 in which Joan Manuel Serrat appears

Bocaccio, the Stork Club or the Pub Tuset,

from the appendices of historical memory

alongside Elsa Peretti or with Serena Vergano,

have friends who wrote in Fotogramas or

One film from those years arouses our curiosity.

and that is how Miserachs photographed

one of the muses of the Barcelona school.

Tele-Exprés, be admitted to certain private

I mentioned that Gonzalo Herralde travelled to

it in 1962: in almost visionary fashion,

Colita’s gaze shares in this fresh, renovated

screenings held in the Publi cinema after

New York, but I have nevertheless rescued a

he presents a street with life and, at the

atmosphere, in the same way that those

the last session open to the public or

same time, half blurred, built from dust,

young people annotated their time and

move to southern France to attend the

as though life cannot be raised cleanly.

she caught it with her lens. Thanks to her

Linterna Mágica weekends and spend the

peculiar approach to photographic practice

weekends in Cadaqués or in Platja d’Aro to

a series of questions relating to the context

But it is worth remembering that Miserachs

she made friends with many of the people

pass the entrance exam which, through the

and, especially, the medium. In the course of

was a man of his time. He himself wrote in 1967:

she portrayed, which meant she could also

singer-songwriters,

of human conglomeration and metropolis first-

gauche divine, gave access to the School’.16

show us intimate, private moments. In this

hand. Before that, Herralde had made the short
film

that

has

regrettably

been

lost.

production made in Barcelona in 1968: Deux

Fois, by the French director Jackie Raynal. The
film, with its experimental aesthetic, answers

the film, certain shots are repeated that clearly
accentuate the wishes of its creator, over and

‘Inauguration of Bocaccio. To those of us who

way, she reflected situations that are not

The possibilities offered by the camera continued

above the mention of gender, which is no less

experienced it by immersion, we have been

unlike some of the films released at that time.

to fascinate many of the new generations

remarkable for that. Raynal, who plays the part

left forever with characteristic tics and marks,
aesthetic preferences rooted in the 60s, a

This is one of the reasons why we chose to call

cynical indifference before subsequent avant-

the exhibition Liberxina, in memory of Carlos

gardes, post-modernities, and an enormous

Durán’s film that was censured by the Franco
regime and, in a way, also remembering the

14 TERRÉ, L., Xavier Miserachs. Epílogo imprevisto,
Barcelona, Fundació Catalunya La Pedrera, 2018, p. 111.
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15 Op. cit. n. 15, p. 146.

of creators. Gonzalo Herralde filmed B. va a
Nueva York (B. Goes to New York). Despite

of director and actor, on several occasions
indicates not only where she is and the

being much younger than his professional

problems she might have with the language,

colleagues, Herralde opted for audiovisual

but, in a kind of interpretative twist, makes the

16 Riambau, E.; Torreiro, C., La Escuela de Barcelona:
el cine de la ‘gauche divine’, Barcelona, Anagrama, 1999,
p. 174.

language visible in two senses: by showing
us up to three different film cameras and, in
another shot, the difficulty of communicating
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with the local context. At all events, the

We now come to the work of Aurèlia Muñoz,

presence of Jackie Reynal in Barcelona at that

who, using the macramé technique, prematurely

time is strange, especially because to date I

produced large-format dresses, which where

have been unable to find links with the context.

dressed by an artistic partner. Muñoz, to some
extent, sets a clear precedent for a type of

Similar in attitude more than in aesthetics,

work that comes under feminist art practice

Antoni Padrós also stood out with film

as it investigates new formats based on a

productions that had a clearly provocative

methodology commonly associated with women.

and experimental vocation. His films include

Free (1966), Pim, Pam, Pum Revolución (1969)
and Ice Cream, (1970). In the last of these,

Another example when it comes to talking
about artists involved in trans-disciplinary

especially, the erotic and sexual connotations

methods are the creators belonging to the

far exceed those of many other contemporary

group in Paris. In the French capital, Miralda and

productions. The film, with clear allusions to

Rabascall coincided with Benet Rossell and

Warhol, is a translation in images of a poem by

Jaume Xifra, who were joined very sporadically

Padrós himself. In the film, a woman repeatedly

and independently by Antoni Muntadas, who

licks an ice cream, while a man watches

in fact lived in Barcelona until 1871, when he

until he reaches climax. It is not difficult to

moved to New York. According to the French

establish analogies between the voyeur and

critic Pierre Restany, Muntadas was the Paris

the observer. Padrós here is suggesting a kind

group’s ‘Talgo connection’ in Barcelona.

of collective orgasm that accentuates the wish

to say... Only the great painters recognised
as geniuses of their age have the right to
show erotic images with the label “Art”. In
some specific cases, it seems that as the
subject chosen comes closer to everyday
life the banality of the very image is more
frightening than certain pictures which,
with their sign-at-the-bottom-on-the-right,
have already entered the museum (real or
imaginary) and therefore the mythology
of art. If I have arrived at the principle of
deviation of images or text, it is because
I have always felt very uncomfortable
before the bombardment of images and
news that contain only one meaning,
with no chance of dialogue. In that mass
of messages —as McLuhan so perfectly
described it—, there are too many theses

the observer by making him a participant in
the work (perhaps a clear forerunner, if not in
the form at least in the methodology, of his
later work in performance and ritual). In this
case, each of the photographs is a call to
the clear conquest of the human being, to its
alienation through a game of seduction and
narcissism, a message that is fully current in
our own day. Each one of the images gradually
brings us closer to that conquest of the body
until finally the image that appears is none
other than our own reflected in the mirror. In
Paris, Miralda met Dorothée Selz, with whom
he began a second period, that of edible art
and of ceremonies with coloured food18.
As I said, another of the characters that emerged
in Paris was Benet Rossell. Although not always

without antitheses. I try the antithesis’.

acknowledged in his training, we cannot ignore

As we can see, in the textual works the

a new world, he also discovered a different

message is clear and direct, as in the one that

world within himself. Rossell, who is also

17

his trip to India. In India he discovered not only

to break with the passivity of the observer. The

In 1962 Joan Rabascall and Antoni Miralda

artist was always keen to raise awarenesses;

arrived in Paris with the help of grants.

his films choose to take part in the change of

Rabascall was characterised by his intensive

social paradigm. He also experimented with

analysis of the mass media. He began in

Although he did not have dealings with

By creating a series of characters who were

painting, using an aesthetic that came close

1964 with his first collages, for which he

the group, the artist Frederic Amat has

to stay with him for the rest of his life, he

to pop. In fact, this ability to work with one

cut out motifs from remains of newspapers

on many occasions stated that one of the

reactivated the narrative format to stress the

medium or another was a common feature of a

and magazines he found in second-hand

great legacies of the 20th century is the

possibility of other worlds and other systems.

generation that was to be the first to establish

markets. His work shows a devotion to the

liberation of the artist from the medium.

On this occasion, we have managed to recover

identifying lines regarding context and discipline.

mechanisms of interaction, to stereotypes

While, to a large extent, many pop artists
expressed

themselves

mainly

through

accompanies the exhibition Out of Order (1968).

languages, created a highly personal universe.

one of his collages from the time along with

and to hidden topics. He tried to discover

Antoni Miralda lived in Paris during what

some objects he himself had arranged in his

the factors of manipulation and criticised

has been established as one of his most

studio. The fragment of film in the glass, the

the mainstream influence on its principles:

representative

periods.

What

we

are

collage, the film Aimant... these all feature

presenting belongs to the line of work to do

painting, in the course of the 60s new
attitudes began to appear that refused to

‘The image, or the set of selected images

with toy soldiers. Mixing photography and

submit to the rule of language. In other

and texts, has not been modified or

object

words, depending on the project, they used

retouched, except that I cut it only where

one medium or another, or if need be they

necessary so that, isolated from its context,

used more than one at the same time.

it takes on another meaning and says the
opposite to what it was originally intended
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characterised by a constant dialogue between

indiscriminately,

Miralda

challenges

17 Rabascall, J., Para una desviación de la imagen,
Bremen, Universität Bremen, 2009, p. 7. (originally
published as ‘Pour un détournement d’image’, Gulliver,
4/1973, 6).

18 Antoni Miralda, Dorothée Selz, Joan Rabascall, Jaume
Xifra and Benet Rossell form the Grup de Catalans a
París. As can be seen in the sketch and in the photography
accompanying this text, together they created several
collective actions and / or rituals. Between them, the ones
known as Ceremonials, that happened between 1967 and
1975. In 1970, in the Centre Artistique de Venderonne, they
promoted the second of the eight Ceremonials.
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those characters who, for the first time,

riales, acciones y actividades (Subsensorial

result. Their work is established on the basis

the main features present in this chronology,

are being added to this series of elements

Experiences, Actions and Activities) falls into

of different procedural categories through

taken within the limits of the local context.

thanks to the discovery of the original cut-

the same category. This title encompasses a

which they approach a modification of the

outs with which he made his animated films.

series of individual and collective experiences

structures of knowledge. The heterogeneity

During this period, the new attitudes that

consisting in touching different materials

they all present means that their own research

characterise contemporary art and culture

and

properties

and development uses different voices and

jumped from Madrid to Barcelona organically

(unevenness, roughness, softness...) provide

corporealities. As we can see, alongside all

and naturally. Dialogue with the galleries and

different information from that obtained through

of this, other resources inherent to artistic

with alternative structures for dissemination

well. In it, Miralda’s militarised spirit is

other senses that are prioritised socially and

practice are also analysed that subvert a

favoured

complemented with genuine First World War

artistically such as sound or sight. On this

questioning of public and private space.

different creators. It is difficult to speak of

posters manipulated by the artist. Added to

occasion, we are presenting the collective

As

Parcerisas

together

on

reports,
various

they

worked

partnerships,

as

the film La cumparsita (1969) shows so

them is the film in which Rossell appears
carrying a soldier who is bigger than him
through various Paris streets and shops.

objects.

Their

different

action Experiencia 3 (Experience 3, from the
series Experiencias Subsensoriales, acciones y
actividades). In it, 13 people move around in the

multiple

encounters

between

new attitudes without taking in both cities.
In a way, the subject of space takes on multiple
meanings. From the start, metaphorically,

We cannot conceive of the new artistic

the

by

behaviour without listening to the plurality of

geographical

distances

travelled

same space at the same time, reconnoitring it

the artists (Paris, New York, London) were

voices and gazes that stress the crisis affecting

Before going to New York, Àngels Ribé

without seeing or hearing. The place is unfamiliar

transferred to their work in different forms.

the object, the mechanisms, techniques and

also spent some time in the French capital,

to the protagonists and contains different

While on one hand the distances travelled

procedures that lead us to it, the system that

although she did not get in touch with the

materials and proposals, so that contacts

are translated into a kind of obsession for

shapes and defines it and the subject-observer

Paris group, as they were called. Ribé’s

between them cause various interruptions

measurement or for the impossibility of

who perceives it. In a way, we are witnessing a

earliest

work

in the participants’ sensorial experience. On

returning to the point of origin, on the other,

period in which, under the idea of destruction

aiming

at

is

directed

questioning

at

the

reflection
of

this occasion, also for the first time, we not

the fact of language affects communication,

and construction, the new creative codes

finished work. Ribé investigates and brings

notion

only have the photographs that document

giving visibility to a series of works that

are established. A crisis is sought in familiar

about encounters with objects that can

the action (some of which were present at

point directly at text and the impossibility

systems, taking on the plurality of meanings

be modified. For this she uses her own

the retrospective exhibition organised by the

of

reflection

and signifiers, and new ways of conceiving

interaction with what material she has or,

MNCARS in 2012), but also the video Muntadas

presents a direct heirloom of situationism,

the artistic manifestation are desired. Thinking

also, direct interaction with the observer.

himself made while the performance lasted.

as well as an interest in communications

about

As we see in the series of photographs that

The action took place in Vilanova de la Roca

systems, a subject which is still one of the

took place during those years undoubtedly

where the artist’s grandparents had a property.

question

brings us closer to a new awareness and

a park. The artist lets children and anyone

Within

As has been said from the start, the new

else who wants to interact with the device.

investigations, Sergi Aguilar and Rosa

practices

She herself manipulates and investigates

Amorós also began a new line of research

place in unusual settings: the house in

all the spatial possibilities of the objectual

into material and space. The two of them

El Maduixer, the bar Taita19 or meeting

body in the park. In fact, one of the strong

manage to establish ways of approaching

and leisure points such as the Bocaccio.

points in Ribé’s work is the reflection she

matter and the dialogue it establishes with

And without any doubt they show a clear

makes on space, whether we think of it as

the observer and the place it occupies.

tendency to dialogue between disciplines

document Acció al parc (1969), Ribé presents

translation.

marks

Obviously,

of

our

this

contemporaneity.

a large aeroplane air pipe on the ground in
we

could

call

geometric

manifestations

that

and

manifestations

also

and this is important, in the observer.

take

and contexts. This fact is perhaps one of

actions make clear is the underlying wish

Many of these artists are basically taking part

regarding the body’s experiments with matter.

in and looking for a behaviour. The object is
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different

subjectivity, not only in the creator but,
what

volume or as distance covered. What these

Antoni Muntadas’s Experiencias Subsenso-

the

more the experience itself rather than the

19 The Taita was a bar where Jordi Galí, Antoni
Muntadas, Antoni Mercader and others held
exhibitions like Goldfinger between 1964 and 1966.
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Roam the world and come
to the blues
ÀNGEL CASAS

In the beginning was the blues: twelve bars,
a lament. Never before had such a simple
structure so revolutionised popular music
everywhere. Black music —today we’d call it
Afro-American— which gradually got whiter
and, without involvement on the part of
UNESCO, became genuine intangible human
heritage. As I say, this was in the beginning,
but

in

the

mid-sixties

—everywhere

as

well as here, which was like everywhere
else but with censorship, repression and
fascism— the influence of blues once it had
been whitened was notable and popular.
In continental Europe there was still very little
interrelation with English, which later would
become the universal language of rock (of
rock, of business, of technology, of fashion,
of culture and of communication), so that,
in those years, a lot of emblematic AngloAmerican songs reached our record players
in versions by singers in local languages and
were a hit at private parties (what in Spanish

films were called guateques), So ‘Stand by
me’, the mythical piece by Ben E. King that has
maintained its currency in saecula saeculorum,
was for us ‘Pregheró’, by Adriano Celentano;
‘Sealed with a Kiss’, by Bobby Vinton, was
‘Dernier baiser’, by Sylvie Vartan, and in Spain
all The Beatles’ records sold much more in the
Spanish version by Los Mustang. On the first
record by the band Els 4 Gats, led by Francesc
Pi de la Serra, we even find, in Catalan,
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‘Últims records’ (‘Last memories’) — i.e.
‘Dernier baiser’, i.e. ‘Sealed with a Kiss’— and
‘L’home solter’ (‘The single man’), a version
with surrealist lyrics of the Beatles’ ‘Please,
please me’. Because in our case, as the
Spanish distributors of Anglo-American record
labels took forever to release the original
recordings, people who travelled brought
them from London —and, more modestly, from
Andorra— and local musicians took advantage
to produce their own versions in Spanish.
But by 1966 this trend had faded because
there was now powerful pop both in Madrid
and in Barcelona. Record companies were
getting to work and beginning to distribute
the most important international material on
time. The main radio stations, with a disparity
of styles and criteria, rushed to cash in on the
music business (Los 40 principales appeared

in 1966 as a programme on the SER). At the
same time, far more restless and progressive
proposals could be heard on local radio
stations or at night, with young deejays who
demolished conventional radio, the throaty,
orthodox style of Radio Nacional de España,
with daring, groundbreaking programmes.
Music became the most important, most
popular

and

most

widespread

formal

revolution. But in the 60s, years of generational
rift, music did not walk alone, it was part of
the new cinema, the new musicals that broke
with the Broadway classics and followed
in the footsteps of Hair (1967) and, very
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especially, it was part of art, because records
and their corresponding posters became
the ideal medium for the new designers
and the most revolutionary creative work.
Brincos, Bravos and Canarios —the last two
produced by Alain Milhaud, a Frenchman
who spent his life between Madrid and
Cadaqués— became the best-known and
most

successful

examples

of

Madrid’s

production and were widely distributed all
over Spain. Sirex, Mustang, Salvajes and Lone
Star were the Barcelona squad. Recorded by
conventional record companies, the spirit of
breaking with the past and of modernisation
did not match the aesthetic handling of
record

covers,

which

had

reached

an

extraordinary level of creativity and excellence
internationally on the part of legends like The
Beatles, The Rolling Stones or David Bowie.
The phenomenon of the cançó catalana
(Catalan Song), commonly known as the
nova cançó (New Song), made by far the

most important contributions to art and
design. Edigsa, the first record company

devoted entirely to la cançó, commissioned
its sleeve designs from Jordi Fornas, the man
who rejuvenated book cover design through
Edicions 62, with such significant collections
in this sense as Edicions 62 and La cua de
palla. Fornas offered an attractive brand image
that brought uniformity to everything Edigsa
published and made it instantly recognisable.
Enric Sió —one of the country’s most important
cartoonists and in tune with the new trends in
the genre led by authors like Guido Crepax
and Hugo Pratt— published in the magazine

Oriflama. He based the protagonist of his strip
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cartoon ‘Lavinia 2016’ on the singer Guillermina

‘La fera ferotge’ (‘The wild beast’), Peret’s

allowed to sing in Catalan. The decision was

Motta, like Guy Peellaert did in France with

‘El mig amic’ (‘The half friend’, his first song

widely censored by Franco’s Spain, with

‘Jodelle’, a double of Sylvie Vartan. Sió did the

in Catalan), and Lluís Llach’s ‘L’estaca’ (‘The

public burnings of his records and a series of

stake’). It also marked the birth of the Grup de

prohibitions, in particular a ban on performing

Catalan Song music was going through a

Folk, an eclectic line-up of singers in search

on television and having his music played

splendid moment for production and sales.

of the roots of the country’s folk at the same

on the radio. Serrat himself explained it to

Serrat had got to number one in the list of best-

time they incorporated American folk by Pete

me 35 years later, in a long interview for the

cover for Guillermina Mota’s LP Visca l’amor.

sellers in Spain with ‘Cançó de matinada’ and

Seeger, Dylan, Peter, Paul and Mary and

RCA had a lot of success with songs by the

TV3 documentary Totes aquelles cançons

many others who were in vogue on the new

(All those songs). ‘It was tremendous. There

great names of Italian music, such as Jimmy

American music scene and became legends

were reprisals against people who talked

Fontana, Rita Pavone, Gianni Morandi and

thanks to mass festivals like Woodstock (the

about me in the media... This is something I

Donatello Moretti, which he sang in Catalan.

most famous) and the slogan ‘Peace, love and

do want to make known: there were people

music’, a declaration of intent by the hippy

who didn’t hide. There were also people who,

But the nova cançó —which had been born
under the direct influence of the French
chanson and had Brassens, Brel, Barbara,
Aznavour,

etc.

as

its

spiritual

movement. The group’s first LP, Festival folk,

although they knew what had happened, not

and the second, Folk 2, published in 1967 and

only didn’t help me, but they drew as much

1968, were blockbusters. They included songs

blood and did as much harm as they could

guides—

that have left a mark on several generations:

on what we might call our side, you know?

took a new approach especially after the

‘Kumbayà’, ‘No serem moguts’ (‘We shall

Because as I went on singing in Spanish,

emergence of Pau Riba and Sisa, and

not be moved’), ‘La vall del riu vermell’

they deliberately hurt as much as they could.

began to model itself on rock and Dylan.

(‘Red river valley’), Dylan’s ‘Els temps estan

Outside of Catalonia I was the ‘red separatist’,

canviant’ (‘The times they are a-changing’)
Pau Riba is a special case because he

and when I sang in Catalonia I was the botifler

and ‘Escolta-ho en el vent’ (‘Blowing in the

(traitor) who sang in Spanish. All of this was

designed his own album covers and those

wind’), ‘Wimoweh’, ‘Les pometes’ (‘Little

fed by radical sectors on both sides. The most

of other singers on the new Concèntric label.

apples’), ‘Duerme negrito’ (‘Sleep little black

dreadful things happened, like autos-da-fé

Concèntric was founded by Ermengol Passola,

one’) and ‘Les rondes del vi’ (‘Verses on wine’).

in the street. I remember once in Reus there

who, at the same time, opened the Cova del

In May 68 the Grup de Folk gave a marathon

was a scene... but it wasn’t the administration

Drac, which was to become a sanctuary for

concert in the Parc de la Ciutadella, probably

doing this, it was the fascists who were behind

Catalonia’s first hippy event. There, brought

it, you know, genetically formed fascists, they

the paradigm of Barcelona’s modernity and

together by folk, we find Pau Riba, Sisa, Ovidi

chucked my records into the street and burned

cosmopolitanism, very soon to be renamed

Montllor, Xesco Boix, Falsterbo 3, Consol and

them. Incredible things like that happened.

‘Tuset Street’. Pau Riba will go down in history

Ramon Casajoana, Gabriel Jaraba and even a

Not many of my concerts ended peacefully.

for having created the best rock album in

young Jaume Vallcorba, who in the course of

There was always a punch-up somewhere.’ As

time would become the prestigious publisher

planned, thanks to the good offices of Arthur

at Quaderns Crema and El Acantilado.

Kapps, the Austrian in charge of relations with

la cançó in Carrer Tuset, a fashionable venue,

Catalan, Diòptria (1970), although before that

he had released Taxista (1967) —also his first
album cover— and ‘Noia de Porcellana’ (1968).

the other European television channels, the
But the scandal of the year came with Spain’s

song, hurriedly learnt and sung in Spanish by

In 1968 the Catalan song movement produced

contribution to the Eurovision Song Contest,

Massiel, won the contest. Since the regime

a bumper crop. It was the year of Maria del

when Joan Manuel Serrat —who had been

and its supporting media —the majority— were

Mar Bonet’s ‘Què volen aquesta gent?’ (‘What

scheduled to sing a song by the Duo Dinàmico

out to destroy him as an artist, Serrat began

do these people want?’), Ovidi Montllor’s

called ‘La, la, la’,— pulled out as he was not

his first tour of Latin America, which was an
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enormous success. And he has declared his

Música Progresiva’ (‘First Permanent Festival

love affair with those countries with statements

of Progressive Music’), they scheduled all

like ‘I’m a Latin-American from Barcelona’.

the groups mentioned here as well as others

In 1969 he released the album Dedicado a

Antonio Machado, poeta and in 1970 his best-

from the rest of Spain which, even if only
tangentially, could shelter under the umbrella

known song, ‘Mediterráneo’ (‘Mediterranean’).

of the search for new paths in pop music and

The importance of the Grup de Folk and the

rock. As well as Barcelona’s musicians, we

work of their driving force in the background,

find Smash, from Seville, Los Canarios, from

Àngel Fàbregues, went beyond the genre they

the Canaries, Los Bravos, Los Brincos in a

worked in and the fashion they created, as

new, experimental form, Los Puntos and a

the record label Fàbregues set up under the

few more whose names I forget. The sessions

name Als 4 Vents quickly grew and spawned

were a success; the ones on Fridays because

two daughter labels, Diàbolo and Apolo

the whole of the Bocaccio crowd joined in and

Records. These set out with the members of

gave them an intellectual distinction —Vázquez

the Grup de Folk to generate a new avant-

Montalbán even wrote about it in Triunfo—,

garde rock movement that was given the

and the Sunday morning ones because even

name

(‘Progressive

the grisos —as the grey-clad forces of law and

music’) and that bore the indisputable mark

‘Música

progressiva’

order were known at the time— came along,

of Barcelona. The group Màquina!, an idea by

which meant there were splendid chases

Jordi Batista embodied in Josep Maria Paris,

through the surrounding streets at closing time.

Luigi Cabanach, Enric Herrera and Josep
Maria Vilaseca ‘Tapi’, became the movement’s

I have spoken about creativity, the avant-

flagship. But around it experiments emerged

garde, unusual experiments that are reunited

like Agua de Regaliz (later Pan & Regaliz),

with their genesis after turning and turning

Música Dispersa, Tapiman, Vértice, Crac,

again: the blues. However, what really made

Fusioon, Om and a few more names which,

money in the haberdashery of music and

added to Pau Riba’s experience in rock

was displayed on television with pride and

and

were

playback were Los Diablos, Fórmula V,

to turn those years at the end of the 60s

Manolo Escobar, Karina, Mochi, María Ostiz,

and the beginning of the 70s into a dream.

Julio Iglesias and the regime’s great voice, the

Sisa’s

galactic

psychedelia,

singer who could show the greatest reverence
The fever of the usual long-haired bunch

when he said ‘Señora’ at the festival Franco’s

received the blessings of the intelligentsia

wife

of the time: Barcelona’s gauche divine. Oriol

organised

at

Christmas:

Raphael.

Regàs fell in love with Màquina! and, with
his partner and friend Jesús Ulled, organised
sessions on Sunday mornings and Friday
nights which were continued at Iris, a boxing
and wrestling club. There, under the generic
name ‘Primer Festival Permanente de la
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